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MUSCLE SHOALS,Ala.(AP)
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority approved a $300 million contract to buy up to 12
million tons of Kentucky coal
that will help the federal agency
meet clean-air requirements,
TVA Chairman Craven Crowell
announced.
The deal with AEI Resources
Inc. of Ashland, Ky., consolidates three contracts with AEI
subsidiaries for coal deliveries
to TVA's Bull Run Fossil Plant
in Oak Ridge, Tenn. The contract is for five years with an
option to extend it for a sixth
year.
"We are depending on Kentucky coal to meet the power
needs of the Tennessee Valley in the 21st century," Crowell said Wednesday at a TVA
executive meeting in Muscle
Shoals. "TVA alone spends
more than $600 million each
year on Kentucky coal, making us one of the largest single purchasers of Kentucky
coal."
TVA has spent almost $2
billion to make it possible for
the federal agency to continue using Kentucky coal while
meeting clean-air requirements,
Crowell said. Under the contract, the sulfur content of the
coal delivered to Bull Run will
be reduced beginning in 2000
to permit the plant to meet
phase two requirements of the
Clean Air Act.
AEI subsidiaries Crockett
Collieries Inc., Mountain Coals
Corp. and Leslie Resources
Inc. will provide the coal from
mines in southeastern Kentucky.
-Kentucky coal is important
to TVA," he said. "It employs
more than 19,000 people directly and many others in support
Jobs, and we at TVA are proud
to work in partnership for the
good of this region."

(AP) — Paleontologists reported today that they have found
a fossil of the oldest known
bird species with a beak —
an upturned bill resembling
Woody Woodpecker's.
The 130 million-year-old,
crow-sized Confuciusornis dui
was discovered last year in
lake sediment in China, so
exquisitely
preserved
that
impressions of its feathers are
clearly visible.
Previously, the
earliest
known toothless, beaked bird
dated from about 70 million
years ago.
The skull of the Confuciusornis dui fascinated — and
amused — scientists.
The beak resembles that of
pesky cartoon character Woody
Woodpecker.
The creature's beak was an
advanced trait for its time, coming only 10 million to 15 million years after the first known
bird — the toothy, reptile-like
Archaeopteryx — during the
Jurassic Period.
"What you've got is a modern car engine hood on the
rear end of a Model T," said
Larry Martin, curator of vertebrate paleontology at the University of Kansas' Museum of
Natural History.

Tonight.. Clear. Near record
low around 50. Calm wind.
Friday...Mostly sunny. High
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Murray police planned to serve an arrest warrant Thursday
morning based on an indictment charging Randy Smith with
felony forgery and theft for allegedly taking money from the
Calloway County Senior Citizens Center while he was direcA Calloway County grand jury on Friday indicted Smith,
30, of Pinewood Drive, on charges of theft by unlawful taking of more than $300 and second-degree forgery, both Class
D felonies.
The indictment was one of 27 true bills and two no-true
hills returned by the panel. Among them was a sealed indictment charging Jerry Walker, 23, of Mayfield, in connection
with the Sept. 18 dormitory fire at Murray State University.
The indictment against Smith alleges he took money from
the Meals on Wheels program between Oct. 1. 1998, and May
It also accuses him of signing the initials of Teri Cobb, the
center's activities director, to the daily activity log sheets without her permission.
Board chairman Warren Hopkins has said Smith appeared
to sign his name to the paperwork, which is related to the
funds, then tried to make it look as if someone else signed
off on it.
Cobb was named interim director May 28 during a special
meeting of the center's board of directors. It was at the same
meeting that the board voted to fire—Smith, who was director
for 16 months.
Hopkins and city police haven't disclosed how much money
is involved.
Smith said in a May 28 interview with the Ledger & Times
that the pressure of paying medical bills, especially the monthly cost of prescription drugs for treating his son's skin problems, caused him to use "bad judgment" involving the money.
Other cases included indictments against three I7-year-old
boys who allegedly attacked and tried to rob Murray attorney
Dennis Lortie and two juveniles.
Aaron Rozycke and William J. Milam, both of Benton, and
Lance Wagers of Lake Station, Ind., are charged with two
counts each of first-degree robbery, a Class B felony, and second-degree assault, a Class C felony.
Rozycke and Milarn were ordered to stand trial as adults
at an April 14 youthful offender hearing. Wagers was transferred May 12.
The three teens, along with two others, allegedly attacked
Lonie near his Broad Street home and the two juveniles on

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Racer Inn is going through
some changes.
The hotel has been sold to
Hacker and Spears, LCC, and will
be changing its name to Calloway
Inn.
"The name change should officially take place in the next two
weeks," said new hotel general
manager Ken Eckenrode. "That will
be contingent upon when the sign
people give their approval."
Former general manager and
owner Tim Miller said the decision to sell the hotel was a personal one.
"We just thought is was a good
time to sell it." he said. "We had
the hotel up for sale for a little
while, and these people had been
looking at it for about six months."
Eckenrode, who spent the last
seven years as a hotel/restaurant
manager in the Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
area, said the biggest change in
how the hotel will operate has to
do with the restaurant.
"The restaurant, 1 believe, was
under lease, and now we'll be
running that ourselves," he said.
"It will be open seven days a
week, and we'll probably come
up with a separate name for it."
According to Eckenrode, the
entire facility will be owned by
Hacker and Spears, making leases unnecessary. He said the restaurant should be up and running by
mid-July.
Eckenrode said his wife, Brenda, will he in charge of running

the Season
Farmers in Calloway County are
busy this week harvesting their
wheat crops. The weather has
n perfect for the job. Top,
onnie Oliver runs a combine on
tended by Richard Jones and
by Kenneth Owen on
y Robertson Road. On the
r side of town, Dale Broach
ght) washes up after cleaning
air filter near a field he
orked for Furches Farms east of
Murray.

By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
The one item not on Wednesday's
agenda for the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital board meeting drew
the most discussion from members.
Board member/attorney Steve
Sanders. saying that he has talked
with some physicians, noted that the
proposed free Angels Community
Clinic might have more participation
by doctors if they saw the patients
in their own offices.
The clinic, located at 1005 Poplar
St., is geared to serve the working

poor when it opens late this summer.
It will offer diagnostic and treatment services to those without medical insurance or financial resources
necessary to pay for private insurance and/or medical care.
The clinic is governed by a board
of directors and will function independently of the hospital. The hospital's foundation agreed to donate
$20,000 to pay the salary of the clinic's part-time executive director.
Some local doctors have agreed
to volunteer their services and see

patients at the clinic, which is expected to be open one night per week.
"This has become a community
project," said Stuart Poston, hospital
president. "I think there will be
enough doctors."
Board chairman Judy Stahler noted
that as a board, the group would
need to decide at some point the
level of support for the new clinic.
Donna Herndon, chairman of the clinic board, is supposed to gather infor-

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
As more construction takes
place around Murray, the Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments is having to make more
decisions about what is allowed.
National Car Wash, a chain
of car washes based in Joelton. Tenn., was granted a conditional use permit at Wednesday's BZA meeting, setting the
stage for a construction project on the south side of town.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
The proposed car wash
READY FOR THE RACE.. Jonathan Mathis paints the tires on his
would be located at 222 S.
Ford Pinto demolition derby car as he gets ready for Satur12th St.. which is currently
day's race at the Calloway County Fair. Mathis won last year's
home to World of Sound and
race in his division.
another building.
"Everything there will be
totally removed," said Lynda
Houck. representing property
owner HaTford James. "The
property will be completely levFRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A more said Wednesday.
modest plan that still restores and renLuallen said Gov. Paul Patton prefers eled."
The new car wash would feaovates the Capitol and could include construction of an executive office
a new executive office building was building, which is proposed for the ture six self-serve bays and
unveiled by planners newly sensitive east side of the Capitol over top of one touchless automatic bay.
to the politics of the capital city.
what is now a parking area and main- Each bay will feature eight
different functions.
The stripped-down version of updat- tenance building.
John Jones, representing
ing the Capitol with improved ventiThe initial preference of Patton. Chief
lation, fire and safety systems, hand- Justice Joseph Lambert and House National Car Wash, said each
icap access, technology improvements Speaker Jody Richards, which would bay. plus a five-foot area surand electrical wiring is still estimated have cost $250 million and included rounding the car wash, would
to cost $89 million.
new executive and judicial branch be equipped with underground
The deluxe version with a new vis- offices, was abandoned after an out- heating units to keep ice and
itor center and a four-story office build- cry from Capitol neighbors who would snow off during the winter.
"We can usually build these
ing for the governor and other exec- have seen their houses razed.
utive offices would cost an estimated
Another plan calling for construc- in about three months," Jones
tion of a new building behind the said. "The building will prob$157 million.
AssemAnnex would have involved extensive ably be about a foot or so off
General
From the time the
bly approves any funding. the total and expensive renovation of the Annex, the street level for drainage
project would still take up to seven said architect K. Norman Berry. And purposes."
The conditional use permit
years to complete and could include the underground proposal had some geoclosing down the entire building for logical concerns about rock strata in will allow the car wash to be
the area and made some people uncom- located in a 8-4, or low-use,
several years at a time.
fortable
projwith the entire below-ground ,one, which concerned some
"Clearly, it's a very expensive
BZA members.
ect," Cabinet Secretary Crit Luallen idea, Berry said.

"I think what we're talking
about in this kind of zone ...
are businesses with low traffic," BZA member Scott Seiber
said. "This is going to be more
like a service station."
Jones estimated that the project would cost $700,000 to
$800,000 to complete.
The BZA was not so ready
to approve a dimensional variance application for a 155foot radio tower that would
be located at 206 Elm Street.
however.
WNKJ, a christian radio station in Hopkinsville, submitted the application and preliminary tower plans to the
planning
engineering
and
office. No representative attended Wednesday's meeting.
According to Butch Seargent, director of planning and
engineering, the station plans
to buy the property.
"They've been looking to
do this for a long time, and
they picked the downtown area
because it's about the highest
point in town," he said.
The BZA voted to table the
issue, however, until its next
meeting because of some questions about city ordinances.
"We don't have anything in
our ordinances about radio towers." Seargent said. "We had
to define them as structures,
with structures being defined
as things that are attached to
the ground."
Seargent also said that in
the case of a variance request,
surrounding property owners do
not have to be notified.
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III Director ...
From Page 1
/

Payne Street with a weapon, then
tried to take their wallets, according to court records. City police
have said the incidents appeared
to be random.
The juveniles' victims later identified the suspects in a photo lineup.
Meanwhile,
grand
jurors
declined to indict Dale Wayne
Thatcher Jr. and Raymond Ruch
Jr.
Thatcher had been charged with
first-degree sexual abuse and terrorist threatening. Ruch was charged
with possession of a handgun by
a convicted felon.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

STILL CHECKING...A Murray policeman stops a car at the intersection of Poplar and South
Fifth streets recently during a spot check to make sure the new city sticker is displayed.

•

II Clinic ...
patients in a doctor's private practice is preferable because the doctor would keep charts outlining
the care received.
Dr. Phillip Klapper then asked
Sanders if he had a better suggestion
than the clinic for getting patients
into an office for care.
"Have someone coordinate it,
have a list of participating physicians and let the patients make
appointments," Sanders said. "It's
a delivery system within the doctor's office with regular hours. The
dignity of the patient is maintained."
Sanders said there are also concerns about ensuring the patients
are qualified to receive care.
"Everyone I've talked to is supportive of this clinic." Stahler said.

From Page 1

rsr

mation about the relationship
between other clinics and their
respective hospitals and present it
to Stahler.
"I went by the other day, and
it is coming along,- said board
member John Peck. "They have
had several donations, but they
can always use more."
Sanders said his discussions indicate there are concerns regarding
"the continuity of care, follow-up
care, timeliness of care and the
fact that not all illnesses occur at
Tuesday at 6:30.Stahler asked Dr. Cathy Christopher for her opinion.
-There is some controversy over
•••
how the clinic should be handled,"
she said. -I don't think there will
In other business, the board voted
be no one who will participate. It following an hour-long executive
will be on an individual basis. In session to purchase the Jerry Benthe past, if Donna has asked me nett property in Marshall County
to see someone,they've been seen." off Powell Street for $160,000.
Sanders noted that seeing the
The property will be used for

the hospital's outreach program
and will house various hospital
operations, including a place for
specialists and home health services.
The board had planned to vote
on the renewal of Poston's contract, but postponed it because not
all the members had had an opportunity to review the changes. It
will be voted on at the July meeting.
The board also heard a presentation from public relations director Kathy Hodge regarding several awards that the department won
in the Kentucky Hospital Association competition.
The awards included certificates
of merit for the 1998 editions of
"Vitality" magazine, a total publicity package on the Lynn Clark
Griffiths
Apheresis
Project,
PrimeLife newsletter and internal
promotion of the hospital's patient
satisifaction program called "Journey to Excellence.-

• BZA
need to notify the property own- limits could come up more often,
ers.- BZA member Bill Whitaker said city planner Mark Sallin.
BZA members. hov.e‘er, want- said. "Even if we have to go
ed to notify the property owners knocking on doors, people need
"That's becoming more and more
anyv.ay and will likely issue a to know before this thing goes up of a zoning problem," Sallin said.
public notice to inform them of in the air."
"With things like cell phone towthe next BZA meeting.
With no ordinance, however, ers. it's becoming a more com-Even if we don't have to, we the issue of towers within the city mon occurrence"

From Page 1

In other cases, the panel indicted:
• Antoine Crowe of North Seventh
Street, and Keith D. Lewis of Hopkinsville, both 21, on one count each
of trafficking in marijuana within 1,000
yards of a school, a Class D felony.
Crowe also faces a firearm-enhanced
count of the same offense, which is
a Class C felony, after state police
found a .22-caliber semiautomatic pistol April 9 in his home, which is near
the Calloway County Alternative
School. Lewis allegedly had four baggies of marijuana when the search
was done.
• Deborah Duran, 38; Thomas
Matthew Kirks, 20; and Christina Hope
Thorn, 20, on one count each of second-degree unlawful transaction with
a minor, a Class D felony, and mis'demeanor counts of possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Sheriff's investigators reportedly
found marijuana, seeds, scales and
papers near Duran's 15-year-old daughter April 29 when they searched the
mobile home Duran shares with Kirks
at Grogan's Trailer Park on Kentucky
94 East. Thorn, of South Fourth Street,
allegedly had marijuana, a pipe and
other items at the time of the search.
• Raymond Hounihan, 25, of Murray State University's Elizabeth Hall,
on charges of fourth-offense driving
while under the influence and second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia, both Class D felonies, and
misdemeanor counts of second-offense
driving on a DUI-suspended license,
alcohol intoxication and possession of
marijuana.
He allegedly was drunk and unruly
Feb. 7 while at the Hardee's drivethrough window, and allegedly passed
out at the drive-through April 24.

I CORRECTION
Wednesday's Murray Planning
Commission article incorrectly
stated that Brad Belcher wished to
construct a car wash next to the
Coastal Mart on Sycamore Street.
Belcher said he intended only to
use the extended property for parking spaces and has no plans for a
car wash.

MAW°PARIS
Great Father's

Co

• Misti Dawn Sanders. 18, of New
Concord, who is charged with intimidating a witness, a Class D felony,
for allegedly spitting on and threatening to kill Dustin Beard of New
Concord, who had given an affidavit
in a criminal case, on April 23.
• Justin B. Kimbro, 20, of a Kentucky 121 South address, who is charged
with second-offense possession of drug
paraphernalia, a Class D felony, and
misdemeanor marijuana possession for
allegedly having marijuana, rolling
papers, a pipe bowl and a bag with
marijuana residue in his car April 9
on the People's Bank parking lot on
Main Street.
• Gilbert Amaro, 32, of Broach
Street, on a charge of first-degree
criminal mischief and unauthorized use
of a vehicle, both Class D felonies,
for allegedly borrowing a car owned
by Lee Beach of Coldwater Road,
then failing to return it. The car was
later found in Paducah damaged and
with two speakers missing.
• Connie Moore Jr., 23, of Diuguid
Drive, on a charge of receiving stolen
property more than $300, a Class D
felony, for allegedly trying to.pawn a
video camcorder stolen from Tommy
Fike of Canterbury Drive, who later
identified it because it still contained
a videotape of his daughter, on April
23.
• John Rodney Scott. 52, of Scott
Road, who is charged with first-degree
wanton endangerment, a Class D felony,
and misdemeanor resisting arrest. He
allegedly lit a piece of paper and
threw it on the bed of his mother,
Virginia Scott, 75, who was in poor
health, on Feb. 3.
• David A. Dugger. 35, of Route
I Murray, and Joseph M. Beane. 23,
of Beane Road. on one count each of
flagrant nonsupport, a Class D felony.
• Michael Lee Moore, 27, of New
Concord, on a charge of theft by
unlawful taking more than $300, a
Class D felony, for allegedly taking
a chain saw from the Gene Trimble

home on Croley Lane on April 26.
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• Michael J. Duncan, 21, of Puryear,
Tenn., who is charged with theft by
deception more than $300, a Class D
felony, for allegedly writing a bad
$511 check to Murray Rental and
Sales on East Main Street on March
20.
• Adam D. Houk, 19. of North
Fourth Street, who is charged with
four counts of second-degree forgery,
a Class D felony, and misdemeanor
receiving stolen property for allegedly passing four checks May 8-11 that
were stolen from Steve Winchester.
• Cynthia Marie Kilgore, 27, of
Almo, and Richard Louis Robertson,
31, of Coles Campground Road. Kilgore is charged second-degree assault,
a Class C felony, for allegedly using
a beer bottle given to her by Robertson, who is charged wilh complicity
to the same count, to beat Tina Marie
Schroader April 27 at Milley's Point.
• John Farmer, age and address
unknown, who is charged with two
counts of theft by deception more
than $300, a Class D felony, for
allegedly taking $341 from the McDonald's night deposit on April 23 and
$443 on April 26.
• Linda Skaggs, 20, address
unknown, on two counts each of thirddegree burglary and theft by unlawful taking more than $300, both Class
D felonies, for allegedly taking money
from Baskin-Robbins on North 12th
Street on March 1 and March 28.
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• Bianca N. Rynearson, 18, address
unknown, who is charged with theft
by unlawful taking (auto), a Class D
felony, for allegedly taking a 1992
Geo Tracker owned by Brian Hite of
Kevil from the Northwood Drive apartment complex March 25 or 26.
• Michael Hughes, 21, of Overland Park, Kan.. who is charged with
first-degree bail jumping, a Class D
felony, for allegedly failing to appear
for arraignment in Calloway Circuit
Court Jan. 11.

II Racer ...
From Page 1
restaurant.
In addition to that, Eckenrode
said the banquet facilities would
become more specialized, catering
to a more specific range of events
and meetings.
Eckenrode also said, though,
that aside from he and his wife
coming on board, there would be
no major staff changes nt the hotel.
The transition from one general manager to another has also
been very smooth, according to Eckenrode.
the

"(Miller) and I have developed
a tremendous working relationship
in the turnover," he said. "Our
families have even gone out to
dinner a few times."
Miller said he is not sure what
he will do now that he is out of
the hotel business. He does not seem
apprehensive about the future, however.
"I, personally, have enjoyed living and working in Murray for
the past 16 years," he said. "Right
now, we're just kind of looking
around to see what we're going
to do next."
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Murray Bank Opens

Because of incorrect information supplied to the Ledger, Boy
Scout Troop #77 was incorrectly
identified in a Freedom Fest story
as being from Hardin. They are
from Murray.
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Pictured are Ronnie Gibson. CEO and Jerry Smith bank director taking down the In
Organization" sign as they prepare for the opening of The Murray Bank.

The Murray Bank opened for business June 17 at the corner of
Glendale and Whitnell Road.
"This is a big day for us and the Murray community.- said Ronnie
Gibson, president and CEO of the Murray Bank. Our directors
have worked extremely hard to get to this point, and people in and
around Murray have already been very supportive. We've had an
enormous number of calls from people wanting to open accounts
with us.
The bank's lobby hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Fridays. The bank lobby also will
be open each Saturday from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. Drive-through teller
window hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Saturday.
There is an automated teller machine(ATM) at the bank for 24-hour
banking.
The Murray Bank offers a full range of consumer and commercial
financial services. "Our goal is to be a community bank whose hallmark is customer service." Gibson said. "As a locally operated
bank, customers will be face-to-face with the people who are helping them make decisions about their financial future"
Organizers for The Murray Bank began the rigorous process of
opening the community bank in Murray last fall, and were awarded
the bank's charter just last month. Part of that effort included raising more than $2.4 million through local stock sales. which the
organizers completed in a two-week period In addition to Gibson,
the bank's directors include local business leaders Tripp Furches,
David Graham, Rick Jones, Stuart Poston, Jerry Smith, Robert
Swift, David Taylor and Charles Tucker.
The bank's Glendale at Whitnell address will be home for about
a year, until the permanent location is opened at 405 S. 12 St., next
to Advanced Auto Parts. Construction on the bank is expected to
begin later this summer.
Anyone interested in more information about The Murray Bank
may call Gibson at 753-5626.
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Counties with casinos have higher crime
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Crime has fallen at a slower rate
in American counties with casinos than in counties without them,
according to a study conducted by
two economics professors.
Between 1990 and 1996, the
number of casinos increased from
26 to 167, and gambling critics
predicted an increase in crime rates
would follow.
It didn't seem to happen. Instead,
each year the FBI has reported
decreases in crime nationwide.
But the study released Tuesday
found that counties with casinos
have a crime rate 8 percent higher on average than counties without casinos, said David Mustard
of the University of Georgia.
He co-authored the study with
David Grinols of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Their findings came after sifting
through 20 years of federal crime
data from all 3,165 counties in
the United States.
"We conclude that casinos
increase property crime and violent crime, with the exception of

murder, and that the effect on
crime increases over time," Mustard said.
Some of the findings:
— Burglary, larceny, auto theft,
rape, robbery and aggravated assault
rates dipped immediately after casinos opened but increased after
gambling became more entrenched
three years later.
— Murder rates, which tended
to be slightly higher than normal
in counties that decided to legalize casinos, were unchanged by
the presence of gambling.
— The cost of casino-related
crime has jumped from $1.10 or
less per American adult before
1984 to at least $61 apiece today.
The economists also took intc
account what many previous studies ignored, Grinols said.
"We controlled 50 variables that
may affect crime rates. For example, we used U.S. Census Bureau
data to control for differing demographic characteristics ... and for
Such differences as income levels,
unemployment rates, distribution
of food stamps and retirement pay-

ments as well as for age, race
and sex."
One factor that was not weighed
was the influx of tourists, which
is commonly blamed for increases in crime in casino areas.
If you're asking what the effect
on crime is going to be, part of
what a casino does is to bring
people in," Mustard said.
"It doesn't matter to the victim of a crime whether the offender came from out of town."
Mustard said that the study was
attacked by casinos and their advocates upon its release.
"We've already been charged
with being funded by various organizations," he said.
It is an attack that Mustard has
laced before. Several, years ago,
he published a study of gun laws
that showed states with concealedgun laws had lower crime rates
that those without such statutes
— and was wrongly accused of
accepting funding from the National Rifle Association.

After 23 years, SLA fugitive captured
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — In for a number of years in Zimmore than a decade of communi- babwe, where Peterson worked as
ty theater work, the reviewers were a physician and her daughter taught
almost always kind to Sara Jane— drama and English. There, her
,
Olson.
daughter gave birth to the second
One singled her out as the of their three daughters.
strongest performer in a 1990 proKathleen Soliah and her husduction of "King Lear." Another band returned to the United States
praised her "vibrant" 1993 per- in the mid-1980s, the Soliahs said,
formance in "All's Well That Ends settling in Minnesota after a brief
stay in Baltimore.
Well."
The critics had no idea what
The FBI said she took the last
an actress she was. If the FBI is name of Olson, which is common
right, Sara Jane Olson — a 52- in Minnesota because of the large
year-old mother of three who lived number of people of Scandinavian
with her doctor husband in an ivy- descent.
covered home in an upscale neighDetectives described Ms. Soliborhood — is really Kathleen Ann ah as being surprised by her arrest
Soliah, a member of the Symbionese — and relieved at the same time.
Liberation Army, the band of 1970s
"We've got a pretty good finradicals who kidnapped Patricia gerprint identification that she's
Hearst.
the person we're looking for," said
Agents arrested the fugitive James Burrus Jr., the agent in charge
Wednesday after receiving tips from' of the Minneapolis FBI office.
viewers of "America's Most WantHer capture closes a chapter in
ed," which featured her in a recent one of the most sensational news
broadcast. The FBI offered a stories of the 1970s.
$20,000 reward for Ms. Soliah last
The SLA, a band of anti-govmonth, on the 25th anniversary of ernment radicals with a sevena Los Angeles shootout that killed headed snake as their symbol. kidsix SLA members.
napped Ms. Hearst from her BerkeMs. Soliah has been wanted since ley, Calif.. apartment in February
1976, when she was indicted in
1974. She was 19.
Los Angeles on murder conspiracy and explosives charges for
allegedly placing pipe bombs under
two police cars. The bombs did
not explode.
She was to be arraigned today.
Sponsored
California is expected to seek extraBy
dition.
In a federal warrant drawn up
this year. authorities said that in
1984 her husband was aware of
her true name and fugitive status
It was unclear whether she was
married at the time to her current
husband, Gerald Peterson. The)
bought their St. Paul house in
1989.
\
Peterson said neither he nor his
children had any inkling of his
Air
wife's double life.
"I know nothing about that."
he told the Los Angeles Times
"I'll tell you the truth, I'm totally shocked."
No one at the house would
comment Wednesday. But Soliah'
parents, Martin and Elsie Soliah
of Palmdale, Calif., said Peterson
knew his wife was wanted.
"She told him about her situation when they got serious," Mrs.
Soliah told the Times. "He understood."
Sometime in the late 1970s.
Ms. Soliah arrived in the Minneapolis area, where she moved next
door to Peterson. then a medical
intern.
Mrs. Soliah said the two lived

The group demanded that the
newspaper heiress' parents, Randolph and Catherine Hearst, distribute $2 million worth of food
to the. needy before it would discuss freedom for their daughter
The demand later climbed to $6
million.
But then Ms. Hearst changed into
Tania, a member of the group that
took her prisoner. Two months
after the kidnapping. she was photographed carrying a carbine during an SLA holdup of a San Francisco bank — the robbery for
which she eventually was convicted and sent to prison.
In May 1974, as people watched
on live TV, Los Angeles police
trapped heavily armed SLA members in a house and riddled it with
bullets. The group's leader, an exconvict who called himself Cinque,
and five other SLA members died.
Ms. Soliah did not participate
in the shootout or the Hearst kidnapping. '
Ms. Hearst went underground
and didn't emerge until 1975, when
she was arrested in San Francis-
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A factory-trained hearing aid specialist will be
available to give these free tests at the address
below.
The tests have been
arranged for anyone
who suspects they are
losing their hearing.
Such persons generally say they can hear
but cannot understand
words. Testing with
the latest computerized electronic equipment will indicate
whether you can be
helped.

HEARING LOSS OR
JUST EARWAX
BUILDUP?
AS PART OF OUR FREE-HEARING
TEST, COME IN FOR A VIDEO
OTOSCOPIC EAR
CANAL INSPECTION.

Beltone's electronic hearing test has just been
improved! Using a technique called "Loudness
Growth Profiling," we'll develop your own personal
comfort profile. This new technique, along with
Beltone's exclusive computerized fitting system,
helps assure your hearing comfort. Why pay for a
hearing aid you have never heard of, when a
Beltone cost no more?

Birdfeeders

/2Price

MO
Ibis- Cycwse A dvantage

I

Ducane Select group of
Grills Pottery
"Buy your last
grillfirst"

Free electronic hearing tests
will be given Friday, June
18th, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
at Racer Inn in Murray.

Everyone, especially
those over 50, should
SEEING IS
BELIEVING
have an electronic
hearing test at least
ONE DAY ONLY
once a year. If there is
Friday, June 18th
a hearing problem, a
free electronic hearing test may reveal that newly
developed methods of correction will help, even
for those who have been told in the past that a
hearing aid would not help them.

,
-1_,),x8 Sundials
1I 14 1/2Price

ner of

HEARING TEST
SET FOR
SENIOR CITIZENS
ONE DAY ONLY!

CO.

KENTUCKY LOTTERY

In
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We have Digital, Programmable,
CSP II Comfort Circuit, All Styles
TO REDUCE WAITING TIME CALL
753-5986 OR (502) 443-4594

i I ES

a/ a Price

Gift
4
0
4
0
Certificates Hoffman's
-4......-.b.•
Available
Hwy.94 East
NI-Sat. 8-5 • Closed Sundays

If unable to
make office
visit we will
test you in
your home at
NO extra
charge.

Serving You Since 1942

.4R

Hearing Aid Service

50Aas
ArTle,?rar, ompam
Neer Better Hearing

918 Broadway, Paducah • Phone 443-4594
Benefits of hearing aids vary by type and degree of hearing loss, noise environment, accuracy of
hearing evaluation and proper fit
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WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Speaker Dennis Hastert is steering Republicans rightward, angling
toward a budget confrontation with
President Clinton that will let the
GOP advertise its fiscally conservative roots.
But don't look for a replay of
1995, when the new Republican
majority tried cramming its budget-cutting agenda down Clinton's
throat. GOP lawmakers and the
world around them have evolved,
and they hope this year to polish
their conservative credentials by
producing lean spending bills, and
demonstrate pragmatism by compromising with Clinton in the end.
The deal, they hope, will involve
giving him some of the $30 billion more he wants for health,
schools and other domestic programs in exchange for tax cuts or
something else.
They think that by then. Clinton will have demonstrated through
word and veto that he is the one
insisting on using Social Security
surpluses for additional spending.
"We're only one part of this
democracy," Hasten. R-III., said last
week in a brief interview. "There's
the other side of the aisle, there's
the Senate, there's the president.
Everybody has to agree to that.
If we don't, there's different accommodations that happen."
"This is a legislative process,"
said House Whip Tom DeLay, RTexas, perhaps the House's most
combative leader. "It has to work
its will. We'll push it as far as
we can."
That's a big difference from
1995.
Then. Republicans under Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., spoke
openly about using veto fights and
federal shutdowns to force Clinton to surrender and sign spending bills as written by Republicans. •
They tried, and two shutdowns

later found they had shipped up
the public against themselves, not
the president.
"I don't think anybody's willing to do that" now, said Rep.
Steve Largent, R-Okla.
The fiery Gingrich has been
replaced by the more consensusminded Hasten. Gingrich's initial
goals were to change Washington's entire culture of give-andtake while dramatically paring down
the government; Hastert began his
tenure saying he wanted Congress
to get its spending bills passed
on time.
Different, too, is the GOP freshman class elected in November
1994, one of the driving forces
in that confrontational 1995. Its
original 73 members are down to
51 in the House.
As their numbers have dwindled, so has their take-no-prisoners attitude, leavened by 4 1/2
years in Capitol Hill's deal-cutting world.
Some of them are members of
the party leadership, some are subcommittee chairmen, and few speak
any longer with scorn of the compromises that make Washington
run under divided government.
"A fair number of our class
has gone native," V laments Rep.
Mark Sanford, R-S.C., a Class of
'94 survivor.
The GOP's majority also has
shrunk. When Election Night 1994
was over, Republicans held a 230204 advantage over Democrats,
with one Democrat-leaning independent. That margin is now down
to 223-211-1. which means defec-

tions by six Republicans can spell
GOP defeat.
As Republican strength has
diminished, the power of their
chief adversary has increased,
almost paradoxically.
When Republicans took control
of Congress in 1995 after 40 years
of Democratic rule, a confused Clinton was reduced to asserting his
relevancy. More than :four years
later — despite his impeachment
— Clinton has proven his political mastery over his frequently
divided adversaries so often that
Republicans are always wary of tangling with him.
In addition, the budget reality
that fueled the GOP drive to cut
spending has turned topsy-turvy.
When Republicans captured
Congress in 1994, there had been
annual federal deficits exceeding
$100 billion for 13 straight years.
The public was ready for tight
fiscal policies.
But this year, the government
is certain to run its second consecutive surplus, making the spending cuts Hasten wants a tougher
sell to voters.
In the end, rebellious conservatives might try to scuttle a compromise with Clinton if they believe
it surrenders too much or achieves
too little.
But for now, they appear ready
to consider a deal — as long as
the initial bills reflect the GOP's
smaller-government philosophy.
"There is no alternative," said
Largent. "We don't control the
White House."

June 15 — The Albuquerque Tribune, on tion ceremony
this spring when nearly the entire
THAAD missile program:
student body and audience began saying The Lord's
It doesn't make sense at this point to blow up Prayer.
the THAAD missile program now being tested in
The Law of Unintended Consequences is now
New Mexico, as some critics suggest.
producing a surge of gun and ammunition sales,
The federal government has spent $4 billion in according to last
Tuesday's Wall Street Journal.
taxpayer money on the project. And the missile Folks can't get guns
fast enough, in order to beat
test last Thursday finally achieved a success, hit- a perceived federal
crackdown on gun sales. Meanting and destroying a target missile over White time, operators
staffing the phones at the NationSands in an aerial exhibition that could be wit- al Rifle Associat
ion reportedly can't keep up with
nessed from Albuquerque. Advocates, including calls requesti
ng new memberships.
New Mexico's U.S. Sen. Jeff Bingaman. argue
So Bill Clinton's hysteria-fueled gun control
that the problems that have caused the THAAD measures will increase
the number of guns in cirto fail embarrassingly six times before are rela- culation, probably by
millions of units. NRA memtively minor. With this latest promise of success, bership will likely
reach record levels, giving the
why throw away $4 billion of effort? ...
group more money and more power to fight future
ill-advised gun control efforts.
June 14 — The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma
While gun control is stimulating sales, God
City, on welfare:
control is stimulating prayer. There's a sort of
The Law of Unintended Consequences often divine justice
in all this. The Law of Unintended
overrides liberal good intentions. When welfare Consequences expresse
s itself in freedom. Tell a
programs rewarded women for the number of teen-age
r he can't pray and that's exactly what
babies they bore, the number of illegitimate births he'll want
to do. Tell a citizen he can't buy a
went up. When the secular fundamentalists went certain
gun after a certain date and he'll rush to
after school prayers, students began praying spon- beat the deadline.
taneously — as happened at a Maryland graduaThanks, liberals. You're making our day.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Loyal
to a political fault, Vice President
Al Gore is out to show his independence — without breaking allegiance with the boss he is campaigning to succeed.
That is the balancing act required
of the No. 2 man when he runs
for No. 1. For Gore, it means
boasting about policy successes
while rebuking, more forcefully
than before, President Clinton's personal misconduct and deceptions
in the Monica Lewinsky sex scandal.
It means claiming joint sponsorship of the economic steps Gore
credits for "our strongest economy in the history of the United
States," while promising more from
a new Democratic administration.
"Now we must build on that
foundation," Gore said Wednesday
in Carthage, Tenn.. as he formally announced what he's been doing,
running for president in 2000.
A vice president or former one
has been a major party nominee
for president in all but two of the
past 10 elections. Not since 1952
has an incumbent vice president
who sought nomination been denied
it. Four of the last six presidents
had been vice president, although
only George Bush in 1988 won
election while serving as VP.
Gore has both special standing
and special problems in running
for the White House. He knows
the job; vice presidents usually
do. He has been Clinton's partner
as well as his understudy, part of
the team that made the policy
decisions. They weren't his, and
he kept quiet when he disagreed.
There are polls to indicate a
downside, suggesting what's been
termed Clinton fatigue.
Clinton is, after all, an
impeached president. Gore, to the
dismay of his own political allies,

WASHINGTON TODAY
WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Writer
pronounced Clinton "one of our
greatest presidents" the day the
House impeached him.
Not that he defended Clinton's
behavior. He said it was wrong.
He's saying it far more vehemently now that his own campaign is on, calling it inexcusable,
saying the impeachment, trial and
acquittal wasted time the administration could have spent on other
issues.
That's the easy part of his effort
to move beyond Clinton; it is more
difficult to define policies for
change, so as to counter the Republican arguments. already sounded
by Texas Gov. George W. Bush,
that he represents the status quo.
Gore said he wouJd take his
own values to the presidency "to
build an America that is not only
better off but better." He also said
that as a candidate, he would say
so should he disagree with Clinton on an issue.
A new poll tells why Gore
needs to promise a new look. A
Pew Research Center survey reports
that only 43 percent of Americans
want the next president to offer
policies and programs similar to
those of the current administration, 10 percent fewer than five
months ago.
No modern president has pushed
as Clinton is for the nomination
and election of his vice president
to succeed him.
Dwight D. Eisenhower kept
hands off in 1960, saying he didn't want to be seen as Richard

School thankful
for local support
Dear Editor:
The students in Murray are fortunate that their
schools are located in a community which is very
supportive of education.
Many organizations, businesses and individuals
are generous with their time, energy and resources.
I would like to isolate two which have been of
particular service to the Murray Middle School
Library/Media Center.
Library resources available to students today
include much more than books and magazines.
Today students use videos, CD-ROMS, and computer software.
Murray Cable-Comm has helped the library acquire
up-to-date and relevant materials

June 16 — The New York Times, on gun control:
House Republican leaders have already forgotten Speaker Dennis Hastert's pledge last month to
support "common-sense" gun control.
Instead of moving to strengthen and expand
upon the handful of gun control initiatives heading for votes on the House floor this week. G.O.P.
leaders have worked out a scheme to make it easier for lawmakers who take their cue from the
National Rifle Association to vote against meaningful reform. ...
Originally the House was to consider a single
juvenile-justice bill with gun control amendments
attached — the course followed by the Senate.
Now the Republican leadership has decided to
present two bills.
One is expected to include a range of harsh
juvenile-crime provisions, as well as a plainly
unconstitutional crackdown on the dissemination
of violent material by the media. ...
The other will contain the gun control provisions. ...
Americans are asking Congress to take meaningful steps against gun violence, not to impose
curbs on free speech.

M. Nixon's patron, that it was
better for the vice president to be
his own man. Ike was no help
when asked for a major Nixon
idea adopted by the administration. "If you give me a week, I
might think of one," he said. "I
don't remember."
Eight years later, Nixon was
the beneficiary when Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey couldn't break the bond of being No.
2.
When Humphrey said that as
president he would cease the bombing of North Vietnam to pursue
peace negotiations, President Lyndon B. Johnson made him back
off. Already undermined by Democratic divisions, Humphrey lost
narrowly to Nixon — although
LBJ stopped the bombing just
before the election.
Vice President George Bush
promised a "kinder, gentler" America when he was nominated to
succeed Ronald Reagan. But he coupled that suggestion of a different
course with a line that sounded
like vintage Reagan: "Read my
lips: No new taxes."
It served him in the 1988 campaign, but backfired when he
reneged to get a budget deal with
Congress.
Gore is behind in polls on the
presidential election. Vice presidents have been there before, too.
George Bush was, well into the
campaign in which he won the
White House, which his son, George
W., seeks now.

Tressa Ross, in particular, has let me 'know
when programming of interest to middle schools
students will be aired, has supplied me with teachers' guides and has provided technical expertise
when needed.
The Calloway County Public Library has a long
history of working with Murray Middle School.
Librarian Ben Graves has donated his time and
energy to solve my computer software problems,
recommended software purchases, shared materials
and helped students with library research.
On behalf of the students and teachers of Murray Middle School, I am very grateful for their
support.
Daytha Howell, Librarian
Murray Middle School
801 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071

House Republicans may have forgotten their promise, but voters should not forget what the House
does this week.
June 14 — The Miami Herald, on refugees
in Colombia and elsewhere:
The world keeps track of Kosovo's refugees
and offers them hope. Not so Colombia's. Or Sudan's,
Angola's, or Afghanistan's. That must change. ...
Emissaries for the U.N. High Commissioner of
Refugees visiting a makeshift camp of several
hundred of these victims of civil war in northwest Colombia were shocked by what they saw
and heard: Children playing in sewage, hacking
coughs throughout, the hollow eyes and distended bellies of malnutrition. In Turbo, where some
3,000 people have fled, authorities packed people
into a gymnasium. There were and are no TV
cameras to broadcast their plight. ...
Much the same situation exists in Sudan, where
16 years of conflict between black southern Sudanese
against Arab Muslims in the North has killed 1.9
million and uprooted 4.3 million people. ...
As in the Balkans, it is not sufficient to lament
human tragedy when one has the means at hand
to assuage it

Letters...

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to mh@murrayledgercom
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Agronomy entries for fair listed

DEATHS
Nicholas Dworski

Nicholas Dworski, 80, Belmont Drive, Murray,
died Wednes-

day. June 16, 1999, at 11:35 a.m, at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Imogene Dworski, survives.
Mr. Dworski was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
He was born Aug. 7, 1918, in Detroit, Mich.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangement
s.

Mrs. Patricia (Polly) Phillips
A memorial service for
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Mrs. Patricia (Polly) Phillips was Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Phillips, 68, Mockingbird Drive, Murray, died Monday,
June 14, 1999, at 3:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Two sons, Stephen Phillips and James Phillips, preceded
her in
death. Born Dec. 28, 1930, in Chicago, Ill., she was the
daughter of the late Harry Cagney and Harriet Mathison
Cagney.
Survivors include her husband, Walter (Tom) Phillips; one
daughter, Nancy Phillips, Chicago, Ill.; a daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Carol
Roberts, Maple Valley, Wash.; one sister, Mrs. Elizabeth
Whitchurch,
Mt. Prospect, 111.; four grandchildren, Dawn Phillips and
Crystal
Phillips, Maple Valley, and Kevin Phillips and Elizabeth
Phillips,
Chicago.
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Nunsense'a success for
Playhouse in the Park
It's official: "Nunsense" is habitforming at Murray's Playhouse in
the Park. (Pun intended.)
The hit musical opened its threeweek run last Thursday at the Old
Train Depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park. With artistic
direction by Michael Dunnagan,
vocal direction by Margaret Boone,
choreography by Shane Morton, and
technical direction by Donald Fleming, the show must have done
something right.
"We're booking the remaining
shows like crazy," said Dunnagan.
"It's fantastic to see some of this
week's performances this close to
selling out - and it's only Monday."
The Little Sisters of Hoboken
(at least those who didn't meet
an untimely end because of bot-

HOG MARKET

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
County firefighters were summoned to two brush fires that
burned about an acre each just three
hours apart Wednesday.
Ten Calloway County Fire-Rescue members in three trucks responded to a fire at the Clinton
Barrow property on New Providence Road.
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The blaze, which was reported
at 1:11 p.m., also burned a grain
truck, according to a CCFR report.
At 4:10 p.m., 10 firefighters in
four trucks responded to a report of
a field fire at the Matthew Lamb
property on Buffalo Road.
Firefighters fought the blaze.
which reportedly started with a
nearby trash fire, for 11/2 hours, a
CCFR report said.
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Restaurant

Saturday Breakfast
Special

ment

1/2 order country ham, 2 eggs,
toast or biscuit & gravy, and

hand

home fries
• Serving Breakfast All Day On Sundays
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• Now Serving Pit Bar-B-Que
• Banquet Room (available by appt. only)
Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 6 a.m.-9 p.m.
1901 North
12th St.
Murray, KY

Gerald Claywell, UK Cooperative extension agent, has released
the names of persons having
exhibits in agronomy at the Murray-Calloway County Fair as follows:
Six ears yellow corn - Wildie
Coleman, first; Billy Coleman, second; Scott Coleman, third.
Three stalks of corn - Scott
Coleman, first and second; Wildie
Coleman,third and fifth; Billy Coleman, fourth.
Quart of wheat - Wildie Coleman, first; Scott Coleman, second
and third.
Gallon of fescue seed - Billy
Coleman, first; Scott Coleman,second.
Six stalks of soy beans - Scott
Coleman, first and third; Billy
Coleman, second; Wildie Coleman,
fourth and fifth.
Block of grass hay - Pat Wilson, first.
Stalk of dark fired green tobacco - Billy Coleman, first; Wildie
Coleman, second and third; Scott
Coleman, fourth and fifth.
Stalk of burley green tobacco
- Scott Coleman, first and fourth;
Billy Coleman, second and third;
Wildie Coleman, fifth.
Stalk of one sucker green tobacco - Wildie Coleman, first and
second; Billy Coleman, third and
fifth; Scott Coleman, fourth.
Stalk of heavy brown leaf
stripped tobacco - Scott Coleman,
first and second; Wildie Coleman,
third; Billy Coleman, fourth.
Stalk of heavy dark leaf stripped
tobacco - Billy Coleman, first;
Wildie Coleman, second; Scott
Coleman, third and fourth.
Stalk of thin brown leaf stripped
tobacco - Billy Coleman, first;
Scott Coleman, second and fourth;
Wildie Coleman, third.
Basket of garden vegetables Cecil Like, first; Connie Talent,
second.
Plate of red Irish potatoes - Kevin
Shelton, first; Pat Wilson, second;
Doris Rose, third; Allen Rose,
fourth.
Plate of white Irish potatoes Murrell Madrey, first and fourth;
Kevin Shelton, second; Cecil Like.
third; Pat Wilson, fifth; Allen Rose.
Plate of three tomatoes (all one
variety) - Scott Coleman, first.
Plate of red onions - Rena Hopkins, first and third; Connie Talent, second; Allen Rose.
Plate of white onions - Cecil
Like,first; Alice Like,second; Doris

Price

Company

Credit Cards
Accepted

(270)
753-9559
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HOUSTON (AP) — Authorities believed they'd arrested an
elusive rail-riding serial killer
Wednesday night, but later said
they had the wrong man.
"We have a pretty high confidence that it's not Rafael ResendezRamirez," Department of Public
Safety spokesman Mike Cox said.
DPS officials initially thought
they'd found Resendez-Ramirez riding on a freight train between Round
Rock and Hutto in Williamson
County. They arrested a man who
looks like Resendez-Ramirez, with
a similar snake tattoo.
"It turns out the tattoo is on
the wrong arm," DPS spokesman
Tom Vinger said. ResendezRamirez has the tattoo on his left
arm, and this man's is on his right
arm.
Late Wednesday night, computerized fingerprint tests between
Resendez-Ramirez and the man on
the train did not match, Cox said.
The FBI will do its own fingerprint tests sometime Thursday
morning to confirm the suspect's
identity.

BLOWOUT
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No joke, take your pick of ANY new Bravada in stock and pay 1-price! Better hurry,
list as high as $33,200.00. The best equipped will go first 50 hurry in!
'
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BRANDON

WORLD

"Your World Class Volume Dealer"
Across from the Special Events Center • Murray, KY

502-753-3366

••

1-800-455-5315 • 753-5315
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Serial killer
search leads to
wrongful arrest

-1_,eatheT

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

Upon Request

Rena Hopkins, second.
Plate of three slicing cucumbers - Pat Wilson, first; Kathy
Shelton, second; Kevin Shelton,
third; Janice Wilson.
Cabbage head (any variety) Kevin Shelton, first; Cecil Like,
second; Allen Rose, third; Doris
Rose; Scott Coleman.
Pint of shelled peas - Rena
Hopkins, first.
Three sweet potatoes - 'Rena
Hopkins, first; Connie Talent, second; Murrell Madrey, third.
12 pods of string dry cayenne
pepper - Murrell Madrey, first and
third; Rena Hopkins, second; Connie Talent; Scott Coleman; Billy
Coleman.
Three beets - Rena Hopkins,
first and second; Connie Talent.
third.
Plate of three yellow onions Rena Hopkins, first and third; Connie Talent, second.
Plate of three tomatoes (most
unusual) - Scott Coleman, first;
Billy Coleman, second.
Sunflower seed head - Scott
Coleman. first.

1999
Olds Bravada

Chg

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in t,
stock
uric - price unchanged

Available

f

tOg
19011'
PtC-Kttt

••-f

Dos. Jones Ind. As g 1079102 Air Products
•
44
AT&T
S4.+
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
6.' Bristol Myers Squibb
66 Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler
ss •
Dean Foods
40
Exxon
80'. sc
Ford Motor
1(1.General Electric
General Motors...
OS
Goodrich
(I
Goodyear
HopFed Bank*
19% B 2(1
IBM
120 •
Ingersoll Rand
on
Intel
Kroger
LG&E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonald.
42 +
Ss'. Mercantile Bank
Merck
05 •
•
Microsoft
82 + 1 ,
J.C. Penne.s .
+
Kier, Inc .
ftS -'•
Quaker Oat.
05 Schering-Plough
44 +
Sear.
Texaco
64 • Time Warner
69 Union Planter.
42 .
11
UST
Wal-Mart
44..(If

Information

Rose, third; Allen Rose; Rena Hopkins.
Plate of sweet green peppers Finis Guthrie, first; Allen Rose,
second.
Plate of three hot peppers Finis Guthrie, first; Scott Coleman, second and third; Wildie
Coleman.
Plate of three banana peppers
- Scott Coleman, first; Wildie Coleman, second; Billy Coleman, third.
Plate of three yellow squash Cecil Like, first; Pat Wilson, second; Kevin Shelton third; Janice
Wilson; Rena Hopkins; Alice Like.
Plate of three squash (all one
variety) - Scott Coleman, first and
second.
Plate of three zucchini squash
- Scott Coleman, first; Pat Wilson, second; Kevin Shelton, third;
Cecil Like; Alice Like.
Plate of shelled beans (any variety) - Scott Coleman, first.
Plate of three apples - Allen
Rose, first and third; Doris Rose,
second; Scott Coleman; Billy Coleman; Wildie Coleman.
Plate of three peaches - Rena
Hopkins,first and third; Connie Talent, second; Doris Rose; Allen
Rose; Scott Coleman.
Plate of 24 berries (any variety) - Phyllis Duckworth, first and
second; Billy Coleman, third; Scott
Coleman; Wildie Coleman.
Plate of three pears (any variety) - Allen Rose, first; Cecil Like,
second; Alice Like, third; Doris
Rose; Scott Coleman; Billy Coleman.
Plate of garden herbs fresh,
three stalks - Cecil Like, first;
Connie talent, second; Alice Like,
third; Rena Hopkins.
Plate of three Stalks of dry garden herbs - Rena Hopkins, first;
Connie Talent, second and third.
Plate of ornamental corn - Scott
Coleman, first.
Basket or plate of ornamental
gourds - Rachel Talent, first and
second; Allen Rose, third; Scott
Coleman.
Basket of decorative dry vegetables - Connie Talent, first.
Pumpkins (any variety) -Billy
Coleman, first; Scott Coleman, second; Wildie Coleman, third.
Garden item (not previously listed) - Allen Rose. first; Murrell
Madrey, second; Rena Hopkins,
third; Connie Talent; Scott Coleman.'
Most unusual garden item Murrell Madrey, first and third;

ElRAVADA

Stock Market
Report

Brush fires attract firefighters
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Taylor awarded
$750 Mediacom
scholarship

Mediacom's $750 scholarship
was recently awarded to Ann Taylor, a 1999 graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Taylor is the daughter of Randy
and Rebecca Taylor, and plans to
attend the University of Mississippi and major in journalism.
Mediacom began its scholarship
No prior economic knowledge
program
to reaffirm the compais necessary to attend the workshop. Participants will earn three ny's commitment to the educahours of professional development tional needs of the community and
credit based upon approval from echo the importance it places on
their school district, teaching strate- academically preparing young
gies, materials and training. adults for the future.
The award is based upon the
Refreshments will be available and
applicant's
scholastic record, leaddoor prizes awarded.
The MSU Center for Econom- ership qualities and financial need.
According to Arnold Cool, Mediic Education is operated under the
acom
central regional manager,
university's College of Business and
Public Affairs. Barry Brown is the "Mediacom is firm in its belief
that financial hardship should not
director.
For the latest information on be a barrier to pursuing an eduthis and other EconomicsAmerica cation. And through our scholarship program our company hopes
workshops
log
on
to:
www.econ.org, and click on "For to help open doors for talented
and deserving students.
Teachers."
"We're certain that this year's
Workshop registration can be
recipient,
Ann Taylor, will reprecompleted on this website or by
contacting Brown at 502-762-3403, sent us and the community well.
or (e-mail) barry.brown@mur- As an area business partner, Mediraystate.edu; or Janice Vaughn at acorn is pleased to participate in
our community's future by offer502-395-4997,
or
(e-mail)
ing educational assistance to such
jvaughn5@apex.net.
a deserving local graduate," she
said.
Mediacom's central region
serves nearly 75,000 cable television customers throughout Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, Kansas,
Tennessee and Oklahoma.
ulism) are played by local actresses Sarah Frey, Heidi Heiss, Natalie Krupansky, Tory Waller and
Fedend State Market Nevis Seriice June 17.
Teena Young.
1999
Purchase Area Hog Market
Their benefit to raise funeral ReportKentucky
Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
funds for the dearly departed is Act. 10 Est. 25 Barrens & Gilts 31.011
Loner
going very well. And that's good Sows Steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
$341.00-3 1.00
- they have to get things wrapped US
1-3 215-230 lbs.
326.011-29.00
up before the health inspector finds US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
$29.00-341.ixo
the sisters who are temporarily US 1-2 208-215 lbs.
320.00-23.181
Sows
stored in the convent freezer.
IS 1-2 270-350 lbs.
319.011-20M
With only seven performances US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
320.00-24.00
left, and an intimate theater space, US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
324.00-27.00
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
327.00-32.00
anyone who wants to see the show
US 2-3 300-500
$17.00-19.84i
should make reservations as soon floa 1•14.110-4.1111 ..
mom.
possible.
as
Curtain times are at 8 p.m.
Investments Since 1854
Thursday through Saturday for the
next two weekends, with a Sunday matinee at 2 this week only.
For reservations, phone the theater box office at 270-759-1752.
Prices as of 9 AM

•2071

ronl

ANN TAYLOR

Teachers invited to
attend free workshop
Middle school and high school
teachers are invited to attend a
free workshop on Energy, Economics and the Environment from
the Economics America curriculum.
The workshop will be held June
30 from 9 a.m. until noon at the
McCracken County Extension
Office, 2705 Olivet Church Road,
Paducah. It is presented by the
Murray State University Center for
Economic Education.
This workshop is designed to
help teachers face the challenge
of showing students how to be
responsible stewards of the natural resources entrusted to them.
This curriculum emphasizes the
relationship between environmental, energy and economic issues
and it provides students with the
knowledge and skills to be better
equipped to meet the environmental and energy challenges of
the future.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Selected as the Residential Yard of the Month for June by
the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club was
the yard of John and Jan Fuqua. 711 Olive St., Murray.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Cynthia Baker and Terry Lovins were married June 12, 1999,
at Lawrenceburg. A reception in honor of the couple will
be hosted by Terry's parents, Charles and Sondra Lovins,
on Sunday, June 20, 1999, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of Peoples Bank. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.

Yesterday, June 16, was the 52nd anniversary of the Murray Ledger & Times as a daily newspaper. The newspaper had
been printed as a weekly for 68 years. It was a special day for
the staff that day as we started a new era for the newspaper.
This caused many changes as we had a deadline to meet each
day. Monday through Saturday, instead of the one deadline of
Thursday each week. The publisher at that time was the late
James C. Williams.
Walter Apperson became our publisher on Sept. 1, 1973, and
continues to guide us today with our general manager, Alice
Rouse. One of the dramatic events for the newspaper was the
fire that destroyed the building on North Fourth Street on Aug.
29, 1980. However we did not miss a day of publication. We
worked in offices in a building across the street until June of
1981 when we moved into our present new and modern building. The first issue of the paper was printed on the new press
in the new building in February 1981. Prior to that R.J.
McDougal, press foreman, and his assistants had driven to Mayfield or Paris, Tenn., to have the paper printed.

Narcotics Anonymous to meet

THEATRES

Narcotics Anonymous is now meeting at 7 p.m. on Tuesday and
Friday and 8 p.m. on Sunday at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
W. Main St., Murray. This is open to all persons and their families. For information call 436-5489, 753-6946 and 753-7384.

Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me

Angel Alert issued

PG13 1:25 3:35 7:05 9:20

Murray Family Resource Center has issued an angel alert for
three window air conditioners for three different clients. These can
be any size. Anyone having any of these to donate call the center at 759-9592.

Notting Hill
PGI3 1:15 3:50 7:10 9:45
Instinct

Pet Therapy is today

R 1:10 3:40 7:15 9:50

Pet Therapy will be today (Thursday) at 3 p.m. with the group
to meet at the Calloway County Public Library. The group and
their pets will visit the Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and West View Nursing Home. For information
call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Star Wars: Episode 1
PG
1:00 3:40 7:00 9:40
1:20 4:00 7:20 10:00
The Mummy
PG13 1:05 3:45 7:00 9:35

PG 13 1:10 3:30 7:25 9:40
Matinees Everyday through
August lst!
Program Info. Call 753-3314

The Billy Ray Walston Detachment of the Marine Corps League
will meet Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Heartland House Restaurant.
Penny Crawford of the Paducah Marine Recruiting Station will discuss several topics of interest to all veterans including some developments in the area of veterans' benefits and the new veteran's
license place. The public, especially veterans of any service, is
invited to attend.

Ages 0-5

753=5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

sktkkft,kt
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Ice Cream Co.

Park will offer free golf lessons
Al Hough, standing left, and his wife, Jan, seated presented a program about the 16 elderhostels in many cities they
have attended at the May meeting of Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons. At
left is Dr. David Roos, chapter president. The chapter will
meet Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. at Green Horse Cafe with Stan
Marinoff to speak about the Murray State University television programing.

Bridge classes will be offered at the Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens Center beginning next Wednesday from 9 to II a.m. This
will run for eight weeks. If you have always wanted to learn how
to play Bridge, or just need to brush up, you are encouraged to
take part in this class. For more information call the center at 7530929.

Deu9ratimfDen
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INTERIOR.)

Window Treatments • Carpet

ANNUL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMLN
DEPOSIT

182 Days

4.35%

$1000

9 Months

4.35%

1000

Hazel reunion on Saturday

Upholstery • Bedspreads

Hazel Alumni Association will have its 52nd annual reunion
dinner on Saturday at the Calloway County High School Cafeteria. Dr. Will Frank Steely will be the speaker. Visitation will begin
at 6 p.m. and dinner will be served at 7 p.m. by the Hazel Woman's
Club. For information call Ella Van Tidwell, 753-5308, or Betty
Lou Hill, 753-1381.

Furniture • Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776
We come to you

TERM

Pamela Clark

Parade of Ponds on Saturday
A "Parade of Ponds Tour" will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. by the Lotus Pond Society of West Kentucky. Ten water gardens in Murray, Mayfield, Benton and Lone Oak will be shown.
Murray ponds include those of Carolyn and Jim Rice and Ruth
and Harold Eversmeyer. Maps listing locations and descriptions
will be given out with ticket purchases. For information call 7535690 or 753-6505.

With These Great Gift Ideas

12 Months

4.50%

$500

18 Months

4.50%

$500

Murray-Calloway County Parks will hold free golf lessons for
both beginner and intermediate level golfers at the park. The lessons will begin June 28. There will be four one-week sessions in
which a maximum of 24 participants can sign up each week (12
slots for the beginner and 12 slots for intermediate). Lessons will
consist of learning the rules of the game, terminology, proper grip
and swing, pitching, chipping and hitting. All equipment will be
provided. Persons may sign up at the park office at 900 Payne St.
or call 762-0325.

Bridge lessons scheduled

Watch For Us In Your
Neighborhood!

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

Diabetes program planned
A two-day course on diabetes self-management will be held for
persons with diabetes on June 24 and 25 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Speakers will include Ann Ingle RN, Certified Diabetes Educator, Rebecca Wright MS, RD, licensed dietitian, and Mike Pipkin R.Ph.. pharmacist. Registration is required by calling 762-1490

From our big, roomy
hammock to comfortable director's chairs,
Dad will have it made
in the shade for
Father's Day.
All this plus decorative
accessories for the
home or office.

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective June 16, 1999.

KOPPERUD REALTY
OPEN IICIUSE

Father's Day is )
Sunday, June 20

PeoplesBank
Ofyurray,Kentucky
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK
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Marine Detachment Saturday

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Call For Openings

Entrapment

B
w

496 Oakwood Circle off of Oaks Countr, Club Rd.

Pierlimports
University Plaza
12055 Chestnut St
753-1851

Closed Sunday
June 20 For
Father's Day

Friday, June 18 - 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Come on by and see this lovely country styled 3 bedroom, 2 bath home located
close to the Oaks Country Club. Enter into this home through it's beautiful 2
story foyer. Some features includes oak cabinetry, dining room, master suite
downstairs with a jacuzzi garden tub and separate shower, and a bonus room
above the garage Priced at S146,500. MLS #3001494

Hours_
M-F 9-5
Sat. 9-5 Sun. 1-5

753-1222

711 Main St.
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BIRTHS
Jacob Kyle Kramer
Mr. and Mrs. Meth Kramer of 811 Sunny Lane, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Jacob Kyle Kramer, born on Thursday, May 27.
1999, at 11:12 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds two ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Jen Jones.
Grandparents are Kenneth and Janice Jones of Hopkinsville and
Larry and Sherri Kramer of Bradenton, Fla.

Tori AnnMarie Black

Jason and April Black of Murray are the parents of a daughter,
Tori AnnMarie Black, born on Saturday, May 29, 1999, at 5:14 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds four ounces and measured 20 3/4
inches. A brother is Taylor Roy Black.
Grandparents are Greg and Vicki Eldridge and Roy and Linda
Steele, all of Almo, Ronnie and Nancy Black of Hardin and Alberto
Villanueva of Sauk Village, Ill.
Great-grandparents are Harold and Shirley Mills of Almo. Gonzalo and Gloria Villanueva of Harvey, 111., and Pansy Black of Coldwater. Great-great-grandmothers are Georgia Villanueva of Indiana and
Mattie Lamb of Murray. God parents are Diana Free of Murray and
Noe Villanueva of Illinois.

Selected as the Business Yard of the Month for
June by
the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club was
the yard of the First United Methodist Church,
South Fifth
and Maple Streets, Murray.

I

First Baptist Church - Murray, KY
KUM IN

Jared Austin Gray
Angela Burket and Charles Taylor

Burket-Taylor vows
will be said July 31
Mr. and Mrs. Gunter Burket of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter, Angela Susan Burket, to Charles Forres Taylor, son
of Gary and Peggy Taylor of Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Burket is the granddaughter of John McClain and Nancy
Steele of Murray and of Marvin and Hildegarde Burket of El Paso,
Texas.
Mr. Taylor is the grandson of Tommye D. and Anna Faye Taylor
of Murray and of the late Bill and Nowata Forres of Hazel.
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is attending Murray State University. She is employed at Sirloin
Stockade.
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of Christian Fellowship High
School, Benton, and is attending Murray State University. He is
employed at Taylor Bus Sales and Cheri Theatre.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, July 31, 1999,
at 2 p.m. at the University Church of Christ. Murray.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Gray of 464 Oakwood Circle, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Jared Austin Gray, born on Tuesday, June 8, 1999,
at 12:13 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 14 ounces and measured 21 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Carla Paschall.
Grandparents are Rick and Evie Paschall and Reta and Ronnie
Gray, all of Murray.

Wednesday, June 30 at 7:00 PM
Thursday, July 1 at 7:00 PM

NI\
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VOLUNTEERS ON PARADE
JULY 3, 1999
* * OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM * A-

r

RETURN TO: Parade, 607 Poplar St Suite 100,
Murray, Ky 42071
Parade Line-up at 8:00 a.m.
Parade Time 9:30 a.m. SHARP
Route: Main St. from 10th St across the
Court Square to the Briggs & Stratton parking lot

Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.

NAME OF ORGANIZATION:
CONTACT PERSON:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
TYPE OF ENTRY (Float, Band. Walking, Car, Horse, etc.)

O

lin
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

Call 753-1916
Ext. 27 4

SUBSCRIBE

Tony Boyd

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

REMEMBER, USE PATRIOTIC COLORS WHEN DECORATING YOUR ENTRY.

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

Parade, 607 Poplar Street, Suite 100, Murray KY 42071 Or (502) 753-0317
Thank you for your participation

AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES
MOST PATRIOTIC. MOST ORIGINAL. BEST OF SHOW

* * ENTRY FORM DEADLINE JUNE 18, 1999 * *
YOUR PARADE LINE-UP AREA AND NUMBER WILL BE MAILED
TO YOU ON
JUNE 28 1999
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US AT

* •4r

Berry Brown of the Center
for Economic Education and
Murray
State
University
Department of Economics and
Finance, spoke at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club.
He discussed the programs
available for both private, public and home schools. He
said the teaching aid books
and curriculum cover from
grade school through high
school for economic understanding.

I BELIEVE IN AMERICA

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR
THAT PERSON WHO WANTS
TO REMAIN ACTIVE.
A RECLINER.

* -A- *

*

*

.f.tr

Introducing the Invacare Lift-Out Chair. A
recliner that helps you get up quickly and
easily. Its three-way positioning feature
allows you to recline to full, partial, and
upright positions at the touch of a button.
And it comes in a variety of styles and colors.
Plus, it's warranted for three years. And if
you come in right now, you can get it for as little as $477.50. So hurry over and get the gift
that's perfect for the
person who would
rather take a walk
than take a nap.

PADUCAII

MURRAY

1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502.442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223.4947

905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502.753.1465
Toll Free: 10800.227.4125

Holland Medical Equipment
Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting

for
.111
OS-

•U
.ip_
490

since 1972

Open
ever evening:

William G. Hart, M.D. and
James C. Hart, Jr., M.D.

D. HAL
CAPPS, M.D.
in the practice of
ophthalmology
ated
ul 2
SUM.
00111

***
Charbroiled Ste

HART OPHTHALMOLOGY
ASSOCIATES

announce the
association of

Hours by appointment

elon't

Open at 5pm
Every evening
June 9 - Aug 22

Open Sun. 12-5 Cash & Carry
Great Selection
Plants, Gift Items
Mexican Pots

Wait

he
arc-eke/id

Happy Hour
Extended
Friday
5:30 - 7:30

Telephone
(270) 753-3131

Medical Arts Building, Suite 284W
300 South Eighth Street • Murray, KY 42071

medicare assignment

Aurora. KY
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8-5
Fri. til 7:30, Sun. 12-5

-•

•
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Efficient Duncan sparks
Spurs to 1-0 Finals lead
Spurs star scores 33
in 89-77 opening win

••••

By KEN BERGER
Sports Writer
; SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Tim Duncan seemed to
grasp this moment as well as anyone his age possit:Ay could.
After dicing up the New York Knicks with an
array of layups and bank shots. Duncan even tried
to be funny. Informed that several former Spurs
were on hand to watch the franchise's first game in
the NBA Finals, Duncan loosened up and said, "I
didn't even know they were here. But yeah, I was
playing for them."
That's it, polish your image, young man. This
ride might just be starting.
With an effort that was efficient, effective and
deceptively ruthless. Duncan and the San Antonio
Spurs beat the New York Knicks 89-77 Wednesday
night to take a 1-0 lead in the NBA Finals.
Duncan, who had 33 points and 16 rebounds, seemed
to recognize that nearly all that needed fixing about
him was his sense of humor. Great moves, dull
quotes is the book on the 23-year-old Duncan.
His artistry and persistence around the basket
were far more impressive than his jokes.

Ap

•

• See Page 9 A
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Tim Duncan scored 33 points as San Antonio beat New
York 89-77 in Game 1 of the NBA Finals Wednesday.

Soggy course
greets 156
players at
U.S. Open
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer
PINEHURST. N.C. (AP) — A
soggy Pinehurst No. 2 greeted
golfers this morning as play began
in the U.S. Open on a course
soaked by overnight rains.
Japan's Jumbo Ozaki hit a drive
through the fog-shrouded first fairway into the right rough under
conditions that seemed more similar to the British Open than the
American version.
More than a half-inch of rain
fell overnight, and dozens of
groundskeepers spread out before
dawn to drain greens and make
sure the course was in condition
for the 156 golfers scheduled to
tee off on the first day of play.

.

The Knicks had no answer whatsoever for Duncan and his 7-foot counterpart, David Robinson.
Every time they made a run, they were jolted back
to reality by a clutch shot from Jaren Jackson.
Robinson had 13 points, nine rebounds and seven
assists. Jackson had 17 points, including five 3pointers that stole all the steam from the Knicks'
dogged comebacks in front of a crowd of nearly
40,000 — the second-largest in the history of the
finals.
The biggest dagger from Jackson came with 8:10
left as he was falling out of bounds right in front
of the Knicks' sideline. That shot made it 77-68
after New York closed within six points. It was the
Knicks' last stand in the Alamodome.
"A couple of shots, like the one out of bounds,
I think the (shot) clock was going down," Jackson
said. "I'm glad I was just hitting some of those."
So are the Spurs, who won their 11th straight
playoff game to tie an NBA record. In stopping the
Knicks from making one of their thrilling final pushes down the stretch, the Spurs became the first team
to keep the Knicks from winning the first game of
a series in these playoffs.
The teams return to the Alamodome for Game 2
Friday night, with the Knicks needing answers in a
hurry to the calm, efficient style that made the Spurs
such prohibitive favorites to win their first title.
"It's been a fun ride so far," said Robinson.

Greene sets
100-meter
world record
of 9.79 seconds

Oak

By LISA ORKIN
Associated Press Writer
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Maurice Greene made a quick decision to enter the 100-meter invitational race. He then ran the
fastest time in history.
Greene shattered the 3-yearold world record Wednesday, running away from an elite field for
a clocking of 9.79 seconds. He
has ambitions to run even faster.
Greene came to Athens planning only to run the 200 meters.
When he saw the caliber of competition in the 100 — including
training partner Ato Boldon of
Trinidad & Tobago — he asked
for a place in the field.
"I said, 'They can't have a party
without me,— Greene said. On
Wednesday, on a sultry and near
windless evening just before sundown, he again blasted away from
the pack and smashed the previous record of 9.84 set by Donovan Bailey of Canada at the 1996
Atlanta Olympics.
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State baseball
tournament
opens tonight

Zachary Rayburn (center) of Murray was medalist for the local Independent Insurance
Youth Golf Classic (IIAJC) Qualifier Monday at the Murray Country Club. Competing in
the boys 16 and under age group, Rayburn shot a 78. He is shown by Jason Billington (left), regional chairman for the Kentucky IIAJC: and Robert Billington Jr., former
state chairman of the Kentucky IIAJC.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — In gle and a sacrifice fly into a 5-4
their magical run to the state base- win.
ball semifinals, the Knights of
"I can't explain it," said senLexington Catholic have had more ior first baseman Kevin Bailey.
in common with the sorcerer Mer- "You kind of wonder if you can
lin than the likes of Lancelot or pull these things out time and time
Galahad.
again. But I guess we can."
Lexington Catholic (28-6) has
Catholic's unlikely tournament
won in its final at-bat in five of run continues tonight against Midseven tournament games this year. dlesboro (33-6) in the second game
In each of their last three games, of a semifinal doubleheader at the
the Knights have come from behind University of Kentucky's Cliff
in the final inning, rallying from Hagan Stadium. In the first game,
deficits of three, two and one to perennial championship contender
win.
Pleasure Ridge Park (32-8) faces
In the Section Three champi- Franklin-Simpson (33-8), ranked
onship game last week, Pulaski second in the state.
County took a 4-3 lead over LexThe winners play for the chamington Catholic in the top of the pionship at Hagan at 6 p.m. EDT
eighth inning, only to see the
Knights turn three walks, a sin- • See Page 9 A

Jackson believes
he's right fit
for L.A. Lakers

No charges
will be filed
against Knight

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
:BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (API
—; The Los Angeles Lakers are
young. lack leadership and don't
know much about the triangle
offense.
They're also just the team Phil
Jackson wanted.
"I think my talent and the talent of this team match up together," Jackson said Wednesday, his
first day as the Lakers' coach.
"I think it was a marriage that
was in the making. Of all the jobs
out there, this was the one that
piqued my interest."
The Lakers pumped up his pocketbook as well, with a five-year.
$30 million deal making him one
of the NBA's highest-paid coaches. Boston's Rick Pitino reportedly makes $7 million a year.
But with Jackson's Zen-influenced attitudes about life, the challenge of turning the Lakers into
champions probably is considerably more important to him than

By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — Bob
Knight, more somber than angry, was hardly relieved by a prosecutor's decision not
to charge him in a restaurant parking lot
scuffle.
"This isn't any relief," the Indiana basketball coach said Wednesday, an hour after
prosecutor Carl Salzmann agreed with
Knight's contention he was provoked by
another diner at the restaurant last week.
Known for his hot temper and seemingly at the center of one controversy after
another throughout his career, Knight lashed
out at Salzmann for taking so long to act
and at the news media for, once again,
being too willing to go along with a groundless accusation.
"When you're accused of something that
you didn't do, and when this is battered
about pretty carelessly by a lot of different institutions ... there's no relief in this."
Knight said.
"I really don't appreciate being treated
differently from anybody else in Monroe
County. I don't care that my name happens to be Knight instead of Jones."

the millions.
Instead of Michael Jordan and
Scottie Pippen, he will be tutoring 20-year-old Kobe Bryant and
26-year-old Shaquille O'Neal in
the team-first concept that brought
six NBA championships to the Jackson-coached Chicago Bulls.
"They're very, very young: Kobe
Bryant, a player like Shaquille.
who's a tremendous athlete and a
tremendous force in this game.
yet has not really developed into
a leader at this point." Jackson
said.
"I think there are some things
a coach can do to bring that leadership out, and that's part of my
job."
The Lakers won five titles in
the 1980s, but the last was in
1988, and they haven't reached
the finals in eight years.
After listening to Jackson speak
Wednesday, Lakers vice president
Magic Johnson was convinced the
new coach can have similar success again, Jordan or not.

LEAGUE CHAMPS: The Sting won the tournament for the Calloway County
recreational spring U-10 soccer league. Team members are (front, from left)
Jordan Patterson, Jameson Massey, Brennan Parker, Travis Morgan, Bobby
Puckett, Alex Wellinghurst; (second row, from left) Jeremiah Harris. Daniel White,
Zachary Wright, Monte Kennedy, Connor Olsen, Jonathan Torsak; (back, from
left) assistant coach Harry Patterson, coach Mark Kennedy and assistant coach
Stephen White.

Every Friday Night

13••114.11\14.GIC1
Early Bird Bingo 6.30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60% 75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License #0181

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT

Lifeliner STE

7.05 S. 12th st. • 753440144)

(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

-"Murrell, It fur(/' I!LI' -wee...awarded -re:

• 6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

Warehouse Tire

—Breakfast Special Everyday — 2. 1:3
s, ,,/ ANITIAIr
Bmaklast um/
Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet —
$4.50
Country Supper Buffet — Mon.-Sat. $4.95

Cooper)
TIRES /

400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
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Beginning June 28. the Murray-Calloway County Parks will otter free golf
lessons in the park for both beginner and intermediate level players There
will be four one-week sessions in which a maximum of 24 participants can
sign up each week (12 slots each for beginner and intermediate) Lessins
will consist of learning the rules of the game, terminology, proper grip and
swing, pitching, chipping and hitting All equipment will be provided To sign
up, visit the park office at 900 Payne St or call 762-0325

Oaks Country Club along with the Oaks Men's Association held their first
three-man June Jam golf tournament this past weekend.
The winners were Roy Cothran, Don Cothran and Pete Haywood at 110.
Second place was Lanny Lancaster, 0.J Lancaster and Jason Lancaster.
Third place went to J.D. Hicks, Joey Griffith and Mike Wiker. The first flight
was won by the team of Jeff Stone, Jeff Wiseman and Micky Sins. The second flight winners were Darrick Myers, Kyle Myers and Jacon Lacy.

PARK LEAGUE II
110n June 14, Farm Bureau topped Sandra D's 18-1. For Farm Bureau,
Courtland Kemp, Brett Braeman, Chevis Hendon, Scott York, Blake Darnall
and Landon Howard had three hits apiece while Michael Bokeno, Hunter
Seay. Clay Cornelison and Caleb Barber added two hits each. For Sandra
D's. Keaton Tate, Justin Perkins, Logan Wallace, Duncan Thurman and Graham Lee all had one hit.
MOn June 8, Sandra D's downed Coles 14-10. For Sandra D's, David
Kuykendall had three singles and a triple, Joseph Kelly had three doubles
and a single, Keaton Tate contributed a single and double, Justin Perkins
had two doubles, Logan Wallace added two singles and two doubles, Duncan Thurman doubled, Graham Lee had two singles and a double and Kiley
Puzsa singled and doubled. For Coles, Chad Sheets had two singles and a
triple, R. Robinson had two singles and a double, Chastin Sheppard had a
single, double and home run, Bobby Puckett had a single and double. C.
Claywell contributed a single, Paul Hollaway had two singles, J. Rogers had
three singles and L. Ferguson added two singles.
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A light drizzle greeted the morning's first group of Ozaki, David
Toms and Brandel Chamblee, and
weather forecasters predicted occasional showers and possible thunderstorms throughout the day.
The weather was expected to
begin clearing late in the day,
though, and forecasters said conditions for the weekend should be
hot and dry.
Rain was the one thing Open
officials didn't want because it
softens the greens, helping players hit iron shots directly at the
pins perched precariously on the
slopes of the famous Donald Ross
design.
That didn't seem to help the
first group of players, with all
three making bogey on the par-4
opening hole.
For the fans who surround the
greens at Pinehurst No. 2, this might
be the most entertaining U.S. Open
in years.
It might also prove to be the
most interactive.
"The gallery is going to get

some business," Davis Love III said.
While one shot common in
recent Opens — the sideways hack
out of the rough — was missing
as play began today in the 99th
U.S. Open, a hundred others figure to replace it in and around
the sloping greens of Pinehurst.
With players unafraid to go for
the greens out of the relatively
light rough, balls that once would
be hacked back to fairways will
instead be sent skyward with varying degrees of control toward the
green.
The result could be that those
missing the fairway could pay even
worse than in the deeper rough
of past Opens.
"They've done a great job of
keeping the rough at a certain
height where you can get aggressive," Greg Norman said. "But

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Kent Bottenfield, who had never more than
five games in a season before this
year, has become the NL's second
10-game winner.
"Double digits, especially this
early, is big," Bottenfield said after
the St. Louis Cardinals' 5-4 victory
over the Montreal Expos on
Wednesday night.
"I'd be lying to you if I didn't
say that was in the back of my
mind a little bit the last couple
starts," he said.
Bottenfield (10-3) lasted five in-

Friday.
Middlesboro boasts five starters
who also started on the Yellowjacket football team that captured
the Class A football title last December, beating longtime power May-

that aggression
and bite you at
the week."
That's precisely what Open officials would like to see on a course
suddenly more vulnerable to low
scores after being softened by a
few days of rain.
They envision players emboldened by tame lies in the rough
ricocheting balls off of greens and
into galleries, leaving them nearly impossible chips back toward
the hole.
"Players may be tempted to hit
a long shot toward the putting green,
and on that basis they have little
or no control over the golf ball,"
said Trey Holland, who heads the
Open for the United States Golf
Association. "Where it ends up is
going to be anybody's best guess."

flings and allowed two earned runs.
He's one victory behind league
leader Jose Lima of Houston after
entering the year with a career record of 18-27.
He's also one victory shy of
Kent Mercker's team-leading total
from 1998.
"It's a testimony to how competitive he's been, how consistent,"
manager Tony La Russa said.
"He's had one bad game, and that
really speaks a lot about him."
Twice Bottenfield helped himself with his glove. He snared
Shane Andrews' hard grounder
with runners on first and second for

Senior center fielder David Kel
ley said the Yellowjackets won't
be intimidated by the pressure ot
playing in the state baseball semifinals.
"Our football experience will
help us handle it," he said. "We
know what state championship pressure is like, and we know how to
deal with it."
Middlesboro held a late lead in
last year's sectional final, but lost
6-5 to Boyd County. They made
reaching the final four their goal
this year and crushed Pikeville 132 in the Section Four championship last week.
"We're right where we expected to be," coach Bill Powell said.
"We felt we should've been been
in the final four last year, so the
kids were real determined to make
sure they got there this year."
The state semifinals have been
a routine destination in the 1990s
for Pleasure Ridge Park. The Panthers, in the final four for the second year in a row and the sixth
time in seven years, won back-toback-to-back state titles in 199496.
PRP got a seven-run first inning
against Elizabethtown in the Section Two championship last week
and cruised to a 10-3 win, with
sophomore lefthander Craig Snipp
throwing a complete-game threehitter.
Franklin-Simpson is in the final
four for the first time since 1991,
when the Wildcats won the state
title.
They got there with a 5-2 win
in the Section One championship
last week over Christian County.

the last out in the fourth, and
grabbed Orlando Cabrera's liner for
a double play in the fifth.
"One of them was right at me, it
was either my glove or my knee,"
Bottenfield said. "The other one
was just instinct."
Fernando Tatis hit his 16th
home run, and only his second
since May 27, off Miguel Batista
(6-3) to lead off the third. Tatis had
a sacrifice fly in a three-run first
and also singled in the fifth.
Batista, who won his previous
three starts, lasted only four innings. He fell to 3-11 lifetime on
the road. He's 4-0 at Olympic Sta-

"I don't know anything about
that," Batista said. "It doesn't make
any difference to me where I pitch.
Some people have too much time
on their hands on the road, but that
doesn't bother me."
The Cardinals scored three runs
on four hits in the first, including
an RBI single by Ray Lankford and
an RBI double by Edgar Renteria.
Batista prolonged the inning when
he missed the bag on a grounder to
first by Darren Bragg, the sixth batter of the inning, with two outs.
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American League
All Times CDT
East Division
New York

37
37
Toronto
30
Baltimore
28
Tampa Bay
39
26
400 12
Central Division
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
42
20 677
Chicago
32
30 516 10
Detroit
28
37 43115
Kansas City
26
37 41316
Minnesota
23
40
36519
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
37
27
Oakland
33
31
516
4
Seattle
31
33
516
4
Anaheim
29
35 453
8
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore 2 Kansas City 1
Toronto 3, Anaheim 2
Boston 5. Minnesota 1
Seattle 7, Detroit 1
Texas 3, New York 0
Cleveland 9. Oakland 8
Chicago 3, Tampa Bay 2, 11 innings
Thursday's Games
Minnesota (Hawkins 2-7) at Boston (Rapp
2-41, 6105 p.m.
Anaheim (Hill 3-51 at Toronto (Escobar 54), 605

Boston

28

36
325°307610112/2

West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
40
26 606
—
San Francisco
36
30
545
4
Colorado
30
32 484
8
Los Angeles
30
33 4768 1/2
San Diego
25
37 403 13
Wednesday's Games
New York 5. Cincinnati 2
Milwaukee 11, Chicago 4
San Francisco 15, Colorado
Atlanta 3, Houston 1
St. Louis 5. Montreal 4
Arizona 12, Florida 6
Los Angeles 6. Pittsburgh 5
Philadelphia 4. San Diego 2
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia (Byrd 9-3) at San Diego
(W.Williams 2-4). 4115 p.m
Milwaukee (Karl 5-5) at Cincinnati (Hat.nisch 5-6), 6.05 p.m.
Atlanta (Millwood 6-4) at Houston (Lima 112), 7105 p.m.
New York (Leiter 4-5) at St. Louis (Mercker 2-2), 710 p.m.
Chicago (Mulholland 3-2) at San Francisco
(Rueter 6-2), 9:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Benson 4-5) at Los Angeles
(Park 4-3), 9:10 p.m.

Oakland (Rogers 4-2) at Cleveland (Gooden 2-2), 6.05 pm
Seattle (Garcia 7-3) at Detroit (Weaver 63), 605 p.m.
Texas (Sele 6-5) at New York (Clemens 61). 6-35 p.m.
Baltimore (Guzman 3-4) at Chicago (Sirotka 5-6). 705 Dim

GRAND OPENING
&N.-cur-421cl- julle 10z-1-1 • 10 c-Lm -5 pm

Dixieland Shopping Center • Murray, KY •(270) 767-9744
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BROOKS BROTHERS
UNIVERSITY BP SERVICE

Full Service The Way
It Used To Be:
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Give-Avg-a
We Sell Quality

Fuels

87 Octane Regular — 93 Octane Super — Diesel

COUPON

Four Wheel Drive Spoken Here
What we can't fix ourselves we will help you find someone who can.

Must present coupon. Limit

While supplies last
Expires 6-26-99

Any Bow or Gun
In Stock At
Regular Price
Must present coupon. Expires 6-26-99
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TIRE TROUBLES? BRAKE PROBLEMS? OVERHEATING?
BATTERY DEAD? NEED A RESCUE? CALL US!
800 Coldwater Rd.• Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 753-1399
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Pictured are piano students of Joyce Herndon who presented the first recital May 23.

SC

Pictured are piano students of Joyce Herndon who presented the second recital May 23.

Local piano students present recital at MSU
Piano students of Joyce Gould
Herndon presented their final piano
recitals on May 23 in the Murray
State University Farrell Hall.
Mrs. Herndon began her teaching career in Massachusetts nearly 30 years ago and has taught in
Georgia and Alabama as well as
in Kentucky.
A retirement tea was given May
15 to honor her 12 years of teaching in Murray.
The them for the recitals this
year was "AA that Jazz" and featured music from ragtime, the

blues, swing, boogie, Broadway
and popular, to rock, country and
cosmic millennial. Many parents,
relatives and friends attended both
recitals.
As a memento of the years,
current and former students presented Mrs. Herndon with a scrapbook filled with memories, notes
and pictures of their shared experiences.
Presented in the first recital
were Sarah Hines, Amy Winkler,
Ashley Winkler, Kelsey Smith,
Jacqlyn Murdock, Abby Kelly,

Chelsea Crook, Amanda Melton,
Calla Murdock, Kelly Scott, Kelsey
Bedwell, Katie Wagoner, Lauren
Hines. Rebecca Boyd, Ken Anderson, Holly Thompson, Jonathan
Chapman, Kevin Cunningham,

Jason Chapman, Nick Garvin, Tera
Rica Murdock, Andy Cutini and
Emily Cutini.
The later recital was presented
by Ellen Robinson, Erin Tower's',

Pitman, Keaton Tate,
Parker, Christopher
Inman. Amanda Peebles, Sarah
Doran, Haley Haverstock, Bradley
Cobb, Christopher Roberts, Will Pitman, Kelli Vinson, Wesley Bolin,
Claire

Matthew

Chaz Robinson, Catherine Settle.
Mallory Rudolph, Kate Duncan,
Lauren Ellis. Maggie Tate, Kaylee
Ligon, Andrea Scott, Katie Alcott
and Elizabeth Allen.

CAIN'S
ONCE-A-YEAR
GRAND CHEROKEE
SELL-A-BRATION

DAY

99 GRAND CHEROKEE LAREDO 4X4
4.0 Liter, Automatic, Air Cond., Power
Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Keyless Entry, Fog
Lamps, Mini-Overhead Console/Trip Computer,
Sentry Key Theft-Deterrent. Alloy Wheels, Etc.
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16,991

99 GRAND CHEROKEE LAREDO 4X4
4.0 Liter, Automatic, Air Cond., Power
Windows/Locks/Mirrors. Keyless Entry, Towing
Pkg.. Full Size Spare W/Matching Wheel, Mini
Overhead Console/Trip Computer, Sentry Key
Theft-Deterrent. Alloy Wheels, Deep Tint
Windows. Etc.

17,699

1
Every
Broyhill
Sofa
Reduced

99 GRAND CHEROKEE LAREDO 4X4
4.0 Liter, Automatic. Air Cond., Power
Windows/Locks/Mirrors/Seats, Keyless Entry,
Towing Pkg„ Full Size Spare W/Matching
Wheel, Fog Lamps, AM/FM/Cass/CD With
Equalizer, Automatic Headlights. Leather
Seats, Infinity Spkr. System. Loaded.

29,7N

starting at
99 GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED 4X4
4.0 Liter. Automatic, Auto., Air Cond., Full
Power, Incl. 10 Way Seats With Leather.
AM/FM/Cass/10 Disc CD/Equalizer W/Infinity
Speakers, Towing Pkg., Power Moon Roof +
More.

$497

'33,599

Every
Broyhill

99 GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED 4X4
4.7 Liter, Automatic, Auto., Air Cond.. Full
Power Incl. 10 Way Memory Seats W/Leather.
AM/FM/Cass/10 Disc CD/Equalizer W/Infinity
Speakers, Towing Pkg.. Full Size Spare
W/Matching Wheel. Power Moon Roof, Etc.

Bedroom
Reduced
starting at

'34,599

Y1'
• s

99 GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED 4x4
4.7 Liter. Quadra-Drive System. Auto., Air
Cond., Full Power Incl. 10 Way Memory Seats
W/Leather, AM/FM/Cass/CD W/Equalizer.
Infinity Speakers; Towing Pkg., Power Moon
Roof And More.
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'34,199

99 GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED 4X4
4.7 Liter, Quadra-Drive System, Auto., Air
Cond., Full Power Inc. 10 Way Memory Seats
W/Leather, Tow Pkg., AM/FM/Cass/10 Disc CD
With Equalizer, Infinity Speakers, Power Moon
Roof, Everything.
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SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-5 • Friday 10-8
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
;,
,
4-••••71,:,
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE.JEEP
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
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Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at www flerningfurniture.coni
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Son establishes scholarship in honor of his parents

ttle,
can,
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A special gift was given to
Edward and Audrey Hendon of New
Concord from their son, Jerry, an
alumnus of Murray State University.
Jerry established the Edward
and Audrey Hendon Honorary
Scholarship as a tribute to his parent's educational influence on his
life.
Jerry said he feels extremely
blessed to have had the educational opportunity provided to him
by his parents.
"They sacrificed some of their
own interests and wants on my
behalf, especially during my youth.
They set an example of honesty,
integrity and hard work," he said.
"The values I learned growing up
prepared me for life's experiences.
Of course, I have had many experiences and learned many things
since I left home, but the core
values my parents taught me have
stood the test of time."
Hendon's childhood memories of
his parents are very illustrative of
the close-knit relationship the whole
family cherishes.
The support he has received from
his parents provided him with the
abilities to pursue his educational
goals. He is now giving other students with the same interests a
chance to pursue their educational goals.
The Edward and Audrey Hendon Honorary Scholarship will be
awarded in the fall of 2000 to a
full-time student pursuing a fouryear undergraduate degree in the
college of science with a strong
preference given to chemistry,
physics, biology, engineering
physics, medical technology and
nursing majors in decreasing order.
While a recipient may also be
a mathematics major, he must have
a minimum of a 3.0 GPA on a
4.0 scale. Since this is an endowed
scholarship, the principal is invested and only a portion of the interest is used for scholarships, so
the .aqual amount of the award
wilt vary based on growth in the
scholarship fund and available interest earnings.
Ed and Audrey were both graduates of the 1941 class of New
Concord High School, a class that
contained 12 members. Ed, salutatorian, and Audrey, valedictorian, did not have the opportunity

Pictured are Ed, Jerry
to go to college.
"Back then there were not such
things as grants and scholarships,"
Audrey said.
Ed worked the majority of his
career with the Tappan Company
at the Murray facility until 1980
when the plant was closed because
of a strike. He served as plant
superintendent at the Murray facility from 1966-1974.
In addition to being elected to
the Management Club at Tappan,
the Civitan Club and fulfilling two
presidential terms with each club,
Ed also coached Little League Baseball during his sons' childhood
years.
Jerry, who received his bachelor's degree in 1965 in chemistry/mathematics and his master's
in 1971 in chemistry from Murray State University, chose the
College of Science for three reasons.
•
The college includes nursing
majors, an interest of his mother's, it reflects his father's interest in technical things and also
reflects his own interest in the
hard sciences.
At 45, after Audrey td reared
her three children, nurstng tecame
a particular interest of hers as she
decided to return to school.
"I went to school for a year
and became a licensed practical
nurse and worked at West View
Nursing Home in Murray for over
19 years," Audrey said.
Audrey attended the Murray/Cal-

dren based on what they felt was
important.
"We instilled the principles but
as parents you have to let your
children
decide
themselves,"
Audrey said. "Jerry loved school
from the first day he began. I
even remember when he was working on his master's at Murray
State University, we had a tornado warning in the area and Jerry
crawled under the table with his
thesis paper and said, 'If I go,
then this paper goes, too.—
His tenacity and dedication have
benefited Jerry during his tenure
at Exxon Corporation where he is
now vice president at their headquarters in Houston, Texas.
Exxon is a corporation who
supports their employees' contributions to scholarships, and has proand Audrey Hendon.
vided matching funds which will
help endow the Edward and Audrey
loway County Vocational School, Hendon Honorary Scholarship.
which at the time was located in
Leigh Perry, assistant director
a portion of the old Murray-Cal- of development at MSU, said that
loway County Hospital building. there are many other companies
Audrey ranked number one in the who also match their employees
class with the highest grades.
contributions to scholarships.
Audrey and Ed are very honored that Jerry has established this
scholarship.
"He has always been one to
share," Audrey said. "We are proud
of all our children. We provided
a Christian home, worked hard
and also taught perseverance - and
we know where our blessings are:
our children and grandchildren."
While attending MSU to pursue his bachelor's degree. Jerry
was president of the Student Affiliates of the American Chemical
Society (SAACS), 1st Lt. with
Scabbard and Blade, recipient of
the Freshman Chemistry Award,
was selected for "Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities" in 1963
and 1964. and worked on The Shield
as editor, assistant editor and photography editor.
Jerry credits his tenacity to the
Hendon tradition of working hard.
"I have so many memories of
the lifestyle of dedication and commitment from both my parents,"
Jerry said. "They were always
there for us and supported us so
much. For that I am very thankful."
Audrey and Ed both agreed they
laid the foundation for their chil-

"We strongly encourage our
donors to take advantage of their
employer's largesse," Perry said.
"Jerry has also used the Exxon
match to endow and support another scholarship with MSU in honor
of his son, Kevin, who died in
1986 of cystic fibrosis."
Perry said that utilizing matching funds is a way for a donor
to maximize their contribution to
Murray State.
"CASE (The Council For
Advancement and Support of Education) has published a book listing more than 1,000 corporations
who provide matching funds for
their employees' contributions to

1
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I BELIEVE IN AMERICA
Wednesday, June 30 at 7:00 PM
Thursday, July 1 at 7:00 PM
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floes Your Car Need
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For more information on the
Edward and Audrey Hendon Honorary Scholarship, on establishing
a named endowed scholarship at
Murray State University, or to
obtain information concerning your
company's matching policy, contact Perry by phone at (502) 7623131 or (800) 758-8510, or by eat
mail
leigh.perry@murraystate.edu.

First Baptist Church - Murray, KY

01
A Patriotic Spectacular!

qualified educational institutions:
some at a three-to-one ratio. This
means that for every dollar the
employee contributes, the company puts in three, and Murray State
receives a total of four."
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Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear
Irrummit

Knives on Sale

Murray Home & Auto
MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.

Chestnut St.•753-2571

762-0000

12ead the Classifieds

Join us in our
,
Freedom Fest'99
„Salute
to Volunteers"

June 26 I— July 3

Mr. Gatti's delivers from
4 p.m. - Close everyday!
Call us and we'll have your
pizzas on the way!

I Enjoy 22 events designed for affordable family fun!
For a FREE Freedom Fest Events Guide or
more information, call 759-2199.
Freedom Fest... a family tradition!
Watch for information about our "Uncle Sam"
program—participation could mean a FREE trip to
Cancun,courtesy of Far Lands Travel!

YTH ISO Yard Tractor

Twin Bagger'

• IS hp Kohler Command OHV engine
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit $1
included.

SPECIAL

99995

With the purchase of a YTH I SO,
LTHI 30 orYTHI45.

LTH 130
Lawn Tractor $179995
• 13 hp Kohler OHV engine
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42- Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit included

'Not good with any other specials Must
present coupon Expires 6-30-99

, worturiereeTim swatless

'Not good with any other specials Must
present coupon Expires 6-30-99

www.husqvarna.com

*Prim.products,promotions,offers and financing mop' wary by doaktr.

11M9 MFG

Murray Home 8 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut St.• Murray • 753-2571
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through your day. There may be no stopping you! Intuition helps you land when
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. June 18, a difficult associate throws a tantrum.
1999
Listen and think. Be careful with a flirtaBe sensitise to yourself as well as to oth- tion, it may not lead where you think'
ers At times you might feel like you are GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
on a merry-go-round, spinning in circles, *** Another remains difficult and
Home and personal needs require more controlling. Your instincts may tell you
attention and care Others aren't always to retreat and to not deal with this person.
giving, as they see issues only from their Don't be intimidated Realize another's
sides. However, this could also describe role in your life. Perhaps you have a conyou! The key to success and to feeling trol issue that needs to be handled. Only
good is not to fight different forces, but you know for sure! Aim for secunty first.
to rise above them Refuse to walk into CANCER (June 21-July 22)
power struggles, honor who you are, **** Communication is active. A
keep communication flowing
boss makes what seems like endless
ARIES (March 21 -April 191
demands. The good news is that you will
*** Roll up your sleeves and get the receive your just rewards. Understand
job done You are personality plus. others that your energy levels are not endless.
respond to your energy The ease with Stay in contact with a co-worker who can
which you cruise through errands, calls be contentious.
and work is impressive. You are motivated Adjust your plans if you aren't com- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
fortable. Tonight Don't listen to gossip! **** An early-morning insight could
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
increase your earnings, if that is what
***** Your resourcefulness finds you want Emphasize both material and
solutions. Enthusiasm helps you breeze emotional assets. Another clearly rebels.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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MYERSId umber Co.
South 4th, Murray l270i753-6450

•

Interior
Paint
#6079

13.99

Gal

Quikrete
Concrete Mix

Could he be Overwhelmed by your
chansma. high energy and ability to risk?
Refuse to get locked into a power struggle. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
**** A partner shares an idea. It
might not be time to -go public," but
evaluate what you expect and want. Oneto-one relating brings increased financial
gain. Be willing to pull back with a difficult family member. Recognize what you
can and cannot control. Tonight: It is
your call.
LIBRA (Sept_ 23-Oct. 22)
*** Use the early part of the day to
achieve interpersonal objectives. State
your limits; if necessary, take some time
off. We all need a break, you included.
Communication runs amok. You and
another simply don't speak the same language. Tonight: Vanish!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Listen to a friend who has
many good ideas. High energy levels
have you zipping through work, beaming. You might be more conscious than
others about image, networking and getting more of what you want out of life.
Still, use caution with finances. Tonight:
Where your fnends are.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You could cause yourself unnecessary problems. Avoid conflict with
bosses and authonty figures. Be aware of
tendencies to be bossy or overly demanding. Let go of a need to control others.
You'll be delighted by the end result.
Tonight: A must appearance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You have more energy than
others are aware of. Push a project to the

Members of the Blind Support Group are gathered at a recent meeting. The group holds fundraisers to help make people aware of the problem of blindness. Since the group started in
1991, it has grown from seven members to approximately 25 members.

Blind Support Group helps disabled
On Sept. 16, 1991, seven individuals met at the Library Annex
Building.
The purpose of this meeting
was to give support to people with

visual disabilities. The group
became known as the Blind Support Group of Murray.
Seven goals were formulated
for the group's guidelines. These
included: provide an atmosphere
conducive to support counseling
to persons with visual disabilities,
to help locate and share information to individuals with visual disabilities, to increase awareness in
the communities, to help individuals with visual disabilities function in community events and activities, to promote and develop social
recreational involvement, to facilitate the development of leadership roles with people with visual disabilities, and to engage in
fundraising events on the local
level to help individuals with visual disabilities. Also, to help support the state and national levels.
Over the course of the last eight

finish line. Listen to your inner voice.
Events could be perceived as tougher
than they actually are. Get out of your
own way! Remove the obstacles between
you and success. Tonight! Go for some
escape!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others clearly are in control.
You could either get into a struggle of
wills, or you could let them have their
way. What's your call? An important
relationship forces you to change plans.
A friend shows his true colors. Step back
and take a hard look. Tonight: Fulfill
another's request!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** How well do you handle pressure? You'll find out today! Everyone
wants a piece of you. Halt unconscious
reactions. A boss pushes you way
beyond your limits. Friends make
demands and could be disappointed.
Knowing who you are helps you make
the right choice. Tonight! Out.

years, the group has grown to
approximately 25 members. Monthly meetings are held with the main
focus being to give support to the
local residents who have visual
disabilities.
The group has fund-raisers to
help with the awareness of this
problem and also to help the visually handicapped of this area.
Some of the previous fund-raisers have included a booth at the
street fair, the city wide yard sale,
donations for a drawing of a UK
basketball, an MSU football, a
quilt made by one of the group's
members, a gospel singing and
most recently an auction.
The group does many interesting things during the course of a
year to keep the members interested and to also include friends
and family members.
Some of these have been trips
to Opryland, a trip to see the Charles
McDowell building, a vocational
building for visually handicapped
to learn a trade, and a trip to the

'2.79

Kentucky Opry.
Some of the meetings are held
according to the months for example, we had a fish fry in July, an
ice cream social in August, a valentine theme in February, a cookout
in October for Halloween, a potluck
dinner in November for Thanksgiving, and every year the group
has a Christmas banquet in December where there is a speaker to
give the latest updates on technology for the individuals with visual disabilities.
A speaker may also give a speech
on new ways to create public
awareness.
The group became a local chapter of the National Federation of
the Blind in December of 1996.
They usually travel to the State
and National Convention held yearly.
If you are interested in more
information about the group or the
National Federation of the Blinds
literature please call vice president Danny Perry at 270-753-0911.

Award honors Radke

80 Lb Bag

Pressure-Treated
Paul Radke, director of school
relations at Murray State University, was recently selected as the
recipient of the James L. Grigsby
Service Award by the Kentucky
Association of Secondary and College Admission Counselors (KASCAC).
Radke was the first individual
to receive the newly established
award. It will be awarded annually.
The Grigsby award honors outstanding admission professionals
in Kentucky. Named for James L.
Grigsby, current director of admissions at Eastern Kentucky University and longtime treasurer of
KASCAC, the award honors Grigsby's years of service and dedication to both his profession and
the organization.
Selection of the award recipient was based on six factors:
• Outstanding contributions to
the profession of counseling students in transition.
• Development or enhancement
of a model admission counseling

Landscape
Timbers

14" Round Smooth

Stepping Stones

Ultimately, the experience he gains
in Ecuador will change the lives oi the
kids in his neighborhood back home.

PEACE CORPS

How far are you willing to go to make a dizIerenoe?
wavy.peacecorps.gov

1-800-424-8580

Wiarovey & Svavev
VOUR 494o To

e
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Hwy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0440
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PAUL RADKE
program that meets the varied
needs of students in transition.
• Innovative and effective contributions fostering the advancement
of the profession.
• Merited stature among guidance or admission counseling professionals.
• Outstanding leadership in professional organizations and/or
endeavors.
• Current KASCAC membership.
Radke has been at Murray State
since 1986. Last year his office
was a vital part of the recruiting
effort at MSU which led to 14
enrollment records being broken
at MSU for the fall 1998 semester, including an all-time high total
enrollment of 8,903 students.
KASCAC, Radke said, plays an
important role in the service provided to students by Kentucky
educators.
"KASCAC is very unique in
that it is the only professional organization in Kentucky that combines
college admissions professionals
and high school guidance counselors," he said.
By merging the professionals
from the two levels, he continues,
"opportunities are provided to dialogue and help transition from high
school to college in all aspects
including admissions, financial aid,
scholarship and career counseling."
The organization coordinates
such programs as statewide conferences, developmental workshops
and the scheduling of the Kentucky College Day/Night Calendar
used.
That calendar is used by college admissions counselors as they
plan visits to area high schools to
distribute information and meet with
prospective students and their parents.
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

('I 1SSIFIED
RXITS
1)0.1)1.1% ‘41.
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All

Ado

Mali

Monday
Tuosday
Wodneaday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Root Widun 6 Da, Pen.'

52.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ms 1600 minimum 1st day be per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 °Clews for S • . r Cruel . Classifieds o nio Shopping Guide)12.00 extra for blind boa ads

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
held
xamy, an
alenkout
tluck
nksroup
cemr to
techvisu-

OF SALE
On June 22, 1999, at 6:00 p.m.-at Northwood
Storage located on Hillwood Drive, the contents of unit #2, rented by Tommy or Vanessa
Piper, 1409 Diuguid Dr., Apt. G-1, Murray,
KY & unit #14 rented by, Marilyn Smith, 15
Ivey Drive, New Concord, KY, & unit #36,
rented by Wendy Robinson, 1411-B Hillwood
Dr., Murray, KY 42071, will be sold to satisfy
default liens.
NOTICE

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare s new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

BRIAR Patch Incense &
Smokers At The Fair
Grounds through Sat
CONSIDERING Abortion'?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700
I Am not responsible for
any debts other than my
own Al Cronauer
VENDORS NEEDED
Freedom Fest- Court
Square- July 2nd, 4-9pm
July 3rd, 6 30-4pm
Reserve space for
Arts, Crafts, Foods
Call 753-7222

'tree local claim service'

A Wonderful Family Experience- Scandinavian, European. South American.
Asian Exchange students
attending high school. Become a host family/ AIDE
Call
800-SIBLING.
www sibling org

Tickets, Accidents. DUI?
No Prior Insurance?
Proof of Insurance Issued Instantly

Call (270) 759-3700
407 Maple Street
(South side of Court Square in Murray)

Carpet Installation Inc.
rship.
State
ffice
iting
o 14
roken

Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
onals
nues,
diahigh
pects
I aid,
ling."
nates
conshops
Kenendar

It you are in average health and can answer
no to a tow questions you may quality for pre
'erred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

MORTGAGE
LOANS
QUICK & EASY'- Home
improvements, debt consolidation, cash out. refinance, land contract payoffs, bankrupts and bad
credit. Call Jennifer Baumer at Mercantile Mortgage Company of Louisville. 800-237-3901.
REFINANCE FAST! Overthe-phone' Need second
chance'? Credit problems
Bankruptcy- ForeclosuresOK' Starting under 7%APR
8.973. Platinum
Capital Nationwide Lender.
800-699-LEND.
www.platinumcapital.com

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion Of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immedi-

ately so corrections can be made.

Experienced
refrigeration

&
appliance repair.
Good references a
must. Apply in
person or mail
resume to 212 E.
Main, Murray
or fax to 7537606. Excellent
pay,

based

on

experience.

AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
WHEN THE BANK SAYS 888-942-4053.
"NO"- Call us. Consolidate COOK Wanted Anna's
debt 10000 & 125% loans. Farmhouse Restaurant
purchase and refinance. Aurora Call 354-9875
turned down elsewhere? CUSTOMER
Support:
Little or no equity, loans Computer background
for all credit Midwest Na- necessary with good untional Mortgage Banc, Inc. derstanding of DOS. WinCall toll free. 888-548- dows 3.1 and greater. Experience with networks
8308.
HUD
License
#72840-00005, HUD Li- and Microsoft NT would be
beneficial but not required
cense #11501-00003.
Individual must be willing
to travel and have great
personality. Position involves training others on
customized software.
LOST At Mustang II field. Technical Support PosiRawling reddish brown tion. Applicants should
glove. New Reward Strap have strong communicainside & LS name Call tion skills, be familiar with
Microsoft Windows 95 and
753-2709, 762-9605.
98 Position involves travel
LOST Black./ White short and customer interaction.
hair sheep dog. Lost on Any network to training exSycamore. Purple collar. perience would be an advantage.
named Oreo Call
Software Trainer Appli753-7856. REWARD,
LOST Roftweileri Labra- cant must have excellent
commupication skills and
dor mix 1yr old male be able to travel Individual
Black with tan markings should have basic underRed collar Call 759-5937
standing of DOS, Windows, and be willing to
THIS space is reserved
learn customized program
the day might come.
in order to train others.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home. Programmer. Must be affluent in Micro Soft Visual
Basics 6.0. understanding
Just give us a call, we'll in ODBC knowledge and
be glad to help.
Crystal Report Writer
Your loved one we'll
Individual must be outgoing and willing to work with
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry customers. Develop an understanding of customized
or Feathered Friends.
software package for proHere at the
motion, customer assisLedger & Times.
tance, training and support. Position involves
travel. Computer knowledge is beneficial but not
required
Send resume to P 0. Box
2138 Paris, TN. 38242.
ADMINISTRATIVE
DATA Cabling Network InSECRETARY I.
stallers needed No experiFull time benefits High
ence necessary will proschool graduate. two
vide all training Fax reyears
sumes to (270)762-0208
office experience required Typing and computer skills
essential Excellent written
and oral communication
skills, organizational skills
and ability to handle mult,ple work assignments
Keyboarding test required
Salary $6 72 per hour Apply at Human Resources
Sparks Hall. Murray State
University, PO Box 9.
Murray, KY 42071-0009
An EEO, M/F/D, AA employer
AT TN Kentucky Drivers
Experienced.
inexperienced truck dnvers. Experienced drivers earn $978
a week C D L training
provided for trainees No
high school diploma required No employment
contracts' 800-675-6995
COLONIAL Freight Systems- We're all about owner operators Bonuses,
benefits, weekly statements. lease purchase &
training Teams needed'
Truck school grads welcome 800-826-1402

DRIVE Away with top
pay,- Drivers start at 36 50
per mile Toll- free 888WORK-4-US Aventt Express EOE
DRIVER, OTR- 14 good
drivers needed' Expanding
fleet 320 a mile $30 tarp
pay Bonuses and home
time, Kelly Truck Line, Inc
800-633-9668
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages,
Boyd Bros 800-543-8923
(00's call 800-633-1377)
EOE
DRIVERConvenant
Transport- $1,000 sign on
bonus for exp company
drivers,
800-441-4394,
Owner Operators, Call
888-667-3729 Bud Meyer
Truck Lines Refrigerated
Hauling. Call toll free 877283-6393 solo drivers and
contractors.
DRIVERS WANTED- Professional OTR, 1 year experience
Tractor/Trailer
drivers Only the highly
motivated, safety oriented
need apply. We offer. Big
Trucks, big hoods, big
mileage, and more! For
more info on our 48 state
operation_ Call Elite Express at. 800-441-4318
DRIVERS, HOME EVERY
WEEKENDCompany
drivers, start 32c a mile
(Includes .03 bonus). Free
insurance Excellent benefits Owner operators 82C
a mile ( Includes 02C bonus) Paid fuel taxes and
tolls Insurances available
EPES Transport 800-948
6766
DRIVERS,
OTRNo
Northeast, Canada or New
York City, no touch freight
guaranteed home policy
Min 23. 1 year OTR, CDL
with Hazmat 800-8480405 PTL an EEO EmplOyer
DRIVERS OTR- Want
one of the best packages
in the industry starting pay
up to 39c a mile Excellent
home time and much
more' Call Heartland Express toll free at 877-7637483
DRIVERS- Star Transport.
Inc Now hiring OTR drivers No experience necessary Will train Full benefits package Good miles
For more information on
this unique opportunity call
888-877-9348 or 800-5486032 IL

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Leat
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

Tracy D McKinney

800-488-4876
HAVE 2 Job Openings for
general labor For ages
20-70 437-4062 or
767-9787
HELP Wanted- Laborers
drivers, and construction
equipment operators EEO
employer Apply at 1272
Old Fern Valley Road

With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

OTR needed Only serious
need apply' 270-545-7103

Wiggins Furniture

Special Price

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

NOW hiring waitresses PENTIUM 120 mhz 2
dancers & D J at the Foxy HD 16 RAM 8xCD. 336 SSS POOLS POOLS SS:.
Lady Pans, TN Call 901- Modem 14" monitor. Key- Complete- New 20'x32'
pool with deck, fence, lin
644-0107 No experience board. mouse & speakers
er. filter & more 10000 ti
necessary.
$450 Call 762-0244.
nancing. Free heating de
OTR Drivers. Must be
vice 800-239-3182. R&E.
23yrs old. With clean
Special & App. 0 A C.
MVR Conventional trucks.
_
Mostly
500
mile
radius
DRIVERS- S 40 per loadCASH paid for good. used 150 THEATER type se,'
Home
on
weekends
9-5.
for church, gym. auctioh,
ed miles with lust 1 year
rifles, shotguns, and pisetc. Excellent condition,
OTR Average 2.500 miles Call 270-382-3940. 270- tols
Sporting $400 firm. If interested call
Benson
per week Benefits, paid 382-2715 after 5pm.
Goods, 519 S 12th, Mur- 753-8200 or 753-5757.
deadhead, home 10-14 PERSON for car cleanup ray
2 LOTS in Memorial
days. Charger Inc 800- & detail shop 7-5 M-F
FURNITURE (Antique or Gardens in Christus Gar633-9668
Experience & references
Primitive). Collectables, dens for sale 435-4568
DRIVERS- $1,000 sign on required 753-8904
and other antiques 1
97 & EARLY, 98 Retired
bonus Up to 35c a mile
piece or all Call 753-3633 Ty Beanie Babies for sale
PLUMBERS
NEEDED
New cony equipment' Lexington and Louisville
753-5318
Small company family at- area $16-S18 hourly 800A BEKA TEXTBOOKS &
mosphere great benefits 829-6609
WANTED Riding mowers, VIDEO SCHOOL- On disQualcomm Owner opera
RACER Inn currently ac- go-carts, & 4-wheelers that play near you Contact uo
tors welcome, Donnell
at www abeka orgincl ci
cepting applications for all need work 436-2867
Trucking 800-426-2807
800-874-2353 ext 20 fc'
restaurant
positions
Apply
DRIVERS- National Dismore information
tributors new plan, Singles at front desk
ALL Steel Building Sale
=30 cpm Teams = 35 REPORTER NEEDED- At
4000 off' 40x30 & 40x6C
twice
weekly
Sentinelcpm Trainers = 25 cpm
996 GE air conditioner, Other sizes available Arc'
(all miles) South & West News, Shelbyville, a Land22,000 BTU still in war- & straight wall' 800-874
mark
paper
Send
resume
conventional
Lanes,
tracranty 753-0186
5825
tors Great benefits 800- to News Editor, PO Box
399, Shelbyville, KY 40066
334-9677 ext 596 or 522
DRIVERS- 0/0's needing by 6-21-99 EOE
more 55$ No loading or SPORTABLE Scoreboards
is currently accepting apunloading 800-848-0405
plications for full and part
Paschall Truck Line. Inc
DRIVERS- OVER THE time production personnel.
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
ROAD, 35 states Flat with Must be detail oriented
502-753-8556
sides. late model conven- and reliable. Send resume
tionals 3 years experi- to P.O.Box 1480. Murray.
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
ence. Start .30c-.33c a KY 42071 or pick up an
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
mile + benefits. Call 800- application at 88 Spruce
-Central Heat and Air
444-6648 S1.250 Sign-on St. No phone calls please
TRACTOR
TRAILER
Accepting Applications
Bonus.
ELECTRICIANS- Qualities DRIVERS- No experience,
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
desired, skilled in conduit no problem' Get a job and
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
training
CDL
$30,000 & up
work. can read & follow
blue prints Able to work to start Call 800-999alone Pay contingent on 4317
WANTED,- Experienced
experience 753-4845
ESTABLISHED
Murray OTR Drivers Start 33
business seeks person cents per mile Great
with Windows. bookkeep- equipment & benefits' Call
ing & collections experi- today 800-420-1510 C&C
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
ence Send resume to: Trucking of Duncan. Inc
Applications
&
interviews
-Norwalk 'Stanley -Hooker
2008 Brentwood Terrace.
taken June 25. 26 and 27
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
Nashville, TN 37211
at Holiday Inn, Interstate I-Pulaski •Restonic •Basset -Kesler
FREE JOE; TRAINING- 75, Exit 171, Walton. KY
-ewe. S.. Mar /A.....
For women & men ages
16-24 through the Job
Corps program Over 100
careers available Earn
your GED or high school CHILDCARE
Available
diploma Recrive house- Openings,
.weekdays
ing, meals. medical care, Meals & activities
includchild care allotment and ed Almo area 753-9077
much more No repayment
CLEANING houses is my
of any type Call today'
business . Reliable Call
800-585-4052
Linda 759-9553
"Your Hometown Insurance Source"
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
GIFTS- Has openings for Reasonable
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • BONDS
party demonstrators & 753-0446
104 N. 4th Street • Murray
managers' Home decor,
WILL Clean your home
next door to Murray Shoe Repair
gifts. toys. Christmas Earn
Very reliable reasonable
cash, trips. recognition
Free catalog information rates 753-3802

INSTALLER'S NEEDED
FOR SATELLITE- DSS
and Dish All of Kentucky
Must have own truck and
tools Only dependable apply Plenty of work Call
800-250-7735
LICENSE and TITLE
CLERK
Position requires ability to
attend to detail and accuracy in the distribution of
important documents use
of multi-numerical assignments and records maintenance Competitive pay
rate, Group Health Ins
401K, paid holiday. vacation Experience a plus
Fax resume to Paula He,hg 901-642-1945

24 Hour
Emergency
Service
15 Years
Experience

r . 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m
Twos. 3 p.m
Wad. 3 p.m
Thum 3 p.m.

753-3500

Ashley J. Ross

http://members.xoom.com/mckinneyins/

CARPET & FL OR COVERING
cipait„ Carpet I Vinyi • Ceramic

EXCELLENT
LOCATION,
HIGH TRAFFIC
AREA. SEND
INQUIRIES TO:
PO.BOX 1040T,
MURRAY, KY
42071

•

Come by it. see our ski rrr.itodcn'
30 Yrs, Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

641S.1r, mi. to Tom Taylor In, right 1500 yds.

WHOLESALE
STORAGE SHEDS
502-474-8704
I Buildings are assembled on site I

MOM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts Upgrades. Installs
Hardware And Software
Phone It 759-3556
Pager 742-1552

; Your choice of brown or charcoal black sin- ;
I gles All exterior wood is weathered treated
;
Sizes, options and prices upon request
;
I TERMS: Paid in full upon completion
I
• 'Prices are subiect to change without notice' "

•
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Appliances
STOVE & refrigerator.
5125/both 527-8585

Musical
Mobile Homes For Sale

Miscellanaous
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river. Smoky Mountains. TN Horse-drawn
carriage. cabins. Jacuzzi,
ordained ministers, no
tests Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS)
http owww heartlandwedding corn

•

M & T Painting
Now scheduling for summer
work. Will also spray patio
furniture & misc.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

12'X40' 1br partially fur
nished Why pay rent'
$2900 obo 436-6289
12*X52' HOUSE Trailer
Have to Sell on account
of sickness Call
270-474-2317 or
270-753-2156.
12X60 With 2br, 1 bath
Gas furnace Needs some
work_ Option to rent 1/2
acre lot_ 753-8251
14X80 2br, 2 bath Fully
furnished. wod
Needs
moved
$10,500 8x12
wood storage building
$500. Coach Estates H-8
753-7807 or 843-650-6741
1987 FLEETWOOD doublewide, 3br, 2 full baths,
all appliances included.
Newly remodeled Call for
an appointment 759-9845
1991 CLAYTON 14x76, 2
plus 2 Stove, refrigerator.
dishwasher. C/A Delivered. $10.900. 753-6885.
1993 CLAYTON Ardmore
3br, 2 bath Gas heat
Newly painted, must be
moved. 516.500/ obo. 270898-0181
1995 16x60 Clayton 2+1
C/A. 753-6885
1996 14x70 2br, 2 bath
One owner mobile home
bought new in 1997 Home
sitting on 1_25 acre, 8
miles North of Murray
10x8 outbuilding, patio &
sidewalk going to wood
front
Asking
porch
$42,xxx. 759-5940 or
742-9282 (pager).
MOBILE HOME LOANS 500 down, Refinancing/
Equity Loans Free sellers
kit Land or home loans
Repo
assumable
and
loans Green Tree Financial, 800-221-8204: 800554-8717

Tree Service

Advance
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates
• Licensed & Insured • nee
Thinnting• Full Lute of Equipmerd

MOBILE Home, Cat
759-9730
NICE 2br. no pets
753-9866
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 people 5225/mo 753-6012
285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1 2 ACRE lot, $100 month
753-6012
LOT for rent 492-8488

PICTURE PERFECT
OW/SERVICE
Weed & Insect Leaf Removal Lawn Cleanup

Control
Mowing
Fertilizing

Lawn
Bed Mulching
Renovation Shrub Trimming
Over Seeding

7534083
The Perfect Lawn Service For A Beautiful Lawn
1
•

lot,' •

):<'

• •1

Business On A Budget?

NORTH OF Murray767-0035
300

Business Rumbas
120FT X SOFT Concrete
block building 2500 sq ft
in sales & office area
3500 sq ft in storage
area Gas heat. Ig
parking lot Located on S
4th Building can be
divided Call 753-0839
or 436-2935
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center 753-4509

Office Space

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.

Call 753-1916 For Details

•

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

HOUSIVS For Rent

NICE 2br, stove, refrigerator, w/d furnished Close to
town) MSU No pets' Reasonable rent, lease/ deposit 753-7207
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984 TDD# 1-800247-2510

86 CAMBRIDGE Dr , 3
bedroom. 11/2 bath,
range, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hookup, 1
stall attached garage, cental h/a No pets, $650/mo
759-5534
MURRAY, Single home
3br, 2 bath. laundry room
dishwasher, stove & refrigerator C/H/A, $525 a
month plus deposit Call
901-642-0784

1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d, available now Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR. stove, refrigerator.
Close to MSU, Rent based
on income Equal housing
RED OAKS APTS.
opportunity 436-5685
Special
1BR, Walk to MSU Stove
$100 Deposit
Refrigerator
Call
&
1BR From $280
753-2084.
2BR From $325
2BR duplex, central h/a,
Call Today!
appliances
furnished
753-8668.
Available now Coleman
VERY nice 2br. 11/2 bath
RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex, in Almo Townhouse, appliances
Heights Stove & refrigera- furnished with w/d, central
tor. $250/ deposit. $275/ gas h/a, $500, 1month deposit, 1yr lease No pets
rent 489-2918
753-2905
2BR near campus, no
VERY roomy 2br. 2 bath
pets3 753-5980 or 75312
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
2BR. 1 bath brick duplex
h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo deGarage with opener Dishposit_ No pets. 753-2905
washer, garbage disposal
& ice maker $4501 month,
Rooms For Rent
1yr lease. 492-6200
2BR, 1 bath w/carport
central h/a, appliances fur- BEDROOM in pleasan
nished, $475/mo, 1yr home Share large living
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753- room, kitchen. & bath, w/d,
cable tv. Walk to Hospital
2905 or 753-7536_
2BR, 2 bath, large newly or down town industry.
remodeled
11/2 blocks $170 utilities included.
from MSU W/D hook up 753-9211 or 759-6000.
$395 plus deposit. Refer- IMMACULATE with new
ence required. No pets' bed/ bedding, tv, a/c, desk/
753-3949 or 759-3050
chair. phone. Plus full
after 5:30
house pnviledges. BS TV,
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
2BR. nice clean apt. Just
11/2 miles from University.
Water & sewage paid. Partially furnished. MD on
premises. No pets! 5250/
month. 767-9037.
3BR house, central hia.
206 S. 12th St. $6501
month. 2br Duplex 209
South 11th. $310/ month
753-3415 or 753-7123.
AVAILABLE June 1. 2br.
apt. 1 1/2 blocks from campus.
Upstairs,
$275/
month. Plus deposit. some
pets
okay.
753-4249.
leave message.
DELUXE 2br, 1 bath, all
appliances plus w/d. No
pets. 1yr lease. $455 plus
deposit 435-4294
DUPLEX, 2br. 2 bath.
Fully equipped kitchen including microwave Washer and dryer. carpet and
tile Yard maintenance included Security deposit
and lease. No pets
753-9240
EXTRA nice 1br. 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
wid, central gas h/a, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit.
753-2905.
EXTRA Nice duplex, 2br. 1
bath Washer, dryer. dishwasher, C/H/A, deck & garage No pets. Lease & deposit required 753-57191410 B. Michelle Drive.
FOR rent 2 Bedroom, 11/2
bath townhouse apartment
in Cambridge Subdivision
near MSU Central heat/
air, range. refrigerator,
dishwasher, microwave.
washer,
Call
dryer
Charles at 270-759-8335
or 270-767-9800.
FOR rent- Large duplex
with one car garage. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths. range.
refrigerator, dishwasher,
microwave washer dryer.
central heat/ air Near
MSU Call Charles at 270759-8335 or 270-7679800_
FOR rent • large one bedroom, one bath apartment
with fully equipped kitchen
Includes washer and dryer Lease & deposit required Near MSU. Call
Charles at 270-759-8335
or 270-767-9800.
FURNISHED 1br apt. Utilities paid No smokers or
pets. 1yr lease, month deposit. For more info, Rogers Enterprises 753-5140
FURNISHED 2br. 1 bath
Central gas KA. Coleman
RE. 759-4118
LARGE 1BR apt with
study
Washer?
dryer,
available now 1 1 2 blocks
from campus Some pets
okay $300 month plus
deposit 753-4249 Leave
message
LIKE New 2br 2 bath Duplex with garage 1706
Oakhill $600 / month
2BR with carport 1710
Sycamore $450 / month
753-7457
NEW 1br, stove, refrigerator and washer/ dryer No
pets'
Lease/ deposit

Various size units

SAVE $195 with this 2x2

Apartments FOf Rot

rtmanta For Rent

2PC living room group, GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
beautiful
chapels, ordained
BEDROOM
group,
ministers, complete ar$15/wk Call 753-4663
rangements, honeymoon/
MUST sell, love seat in
family cabins, breathtaking
good condition, $60 Call
views Wedding arrangeGO Cart Bhp engine 2
759-8254
ments 800-893-7274 Vaseater, good condition
cation lodging,
180
$1500 435-4201
800-634-5814
lawn & Garden
-KISS
CABLE
YOUR
MYRTLE Beach OceanGOODBYEr• Only $69
front
Resort
CondosBETHEL GARDENS
Includes 18" Little Dish
Pools, playgrounds, tenHosta,
Peonies,
System 40 channels for
nis From Day to week
mulch & trim services. We$19 99 a month Toll free
May- June- August $68888-292-4836 C 0 D or deliver' 759-9600, Tues- $408 July $105- $630
Sat,
9-5
Hwy
94E.
2
miles,
credit card FED EX DelivGolf packages $36 800follow signs
ery!
334-8575 Abel Realty
MATTRESS Smith Ma- LAND Pride finish mower. ORLANDO 2br. 2 bath
tress Factory. Symsonia 511 cut, 1 year old $1100 luxury condo Available
Leave Oct 2-9 One mile from
753-2853
obo
Ky 502-851-3160
message
Disney Planned activities,
PEPSI Machine
swim, tennis, bike 7 nights
$300. 247-1836.
only $600 753-2215
Farm Equtprnent
PORTABLE 12'x16' BuildPANAMA CITY BEACHing 12'x12' & 14x12ft
rooms Windows & insulat- CASE-IH 4210 62HP 4XX Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
ed 8ft ceilings 41 2ft x hours 1011 case disc- 4-14 Resort from $39 (1-2p ar12ft x 16tt attic 753-8665. IH plow 7ft -IH Chisel plow. rive Sun/ Mon- Free night
Will not separate $20,500 4/11/5/19/99). Pools, river
ieave message
SATELLITE SYSTEM 18"- 435-4273 Leave mes- ride, hot tub, suites Oki bar
800-488-8828. www sandsage
Direct dishes Basic $59
piperbeacon corn
Dual box systems $174
ROMANTIC
CANDLEHeavy Equipment
Ask about free program- [
1111211
LIGHT
WEDDINGS- Orming 800-325-7836 Open
1984 MODEL 455B Track dained- licensed ministers,
daily
elegant decorated full
STEEL BUILDING SALE - Loader. Good condition.
under carriage. service chapel, spring spe5,000 + sizes 40x60x14, Good
2200hrs $16,500. obo. cial, secluded honeymoon
$9.0941
50x75x14
50x100x16. 1979 Ford F700. 391 V-8 cabins Sat three nights.
512.275,
fourth free. Gatlinburg.
$16,879,
60x100x16. new New drive Iran &
$18,261.
Mini-storage brakes. New tires. $6,850. Tennessee 800-933-7464,
buildings, 40x160. 32 obo 1989 Case 580K 4x4. 800-WED-RING
units, $16.914 Free bro- Extended backhoe, cab
chures www sentinelbuild- 1800hrs. Clean. $31,000.
ings com Sentinel Build- obo Call 436-5504 or
OWNER Financing Availaings. 800-327-0790. exten- 436-2388
ble 767-0035
sion 79

CONSOLE Piano Excel
lent condition $1200
437-4432

340

L
320
Miscellaneous

CANOPY type suntan bed
S125 435-4389
FAX/ copy machine, cash
register, 8' counter. and
5000 off all mower parts, in
stock only 767-9552

STRAW for sale. $2.00/
bale Call 489-2436 if no
answer leave message
SWIMMING pool deck for
medium
above
size
ground pool $400 obo
753-6747 leave message
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial,'
home units from $199
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800-842-1310

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

150

,
4` •

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-'(,>1

$325
2br, furnished, downtown
$255 753-4937 8-5 M-F

320

Apartments For Rent
1BR near MSU $200/mo
Coleman RE 759-4118

•

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer. furnished. near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St
753-1252 before 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm

w/d, kitchen_ All you need
is your clothes. Ph 7595352 after 5pm.
SLEEPING
MOM
5150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
WANTEDI Roommate to
share expenses 5 miles
SE Murray For more info
call 759-9988

Houses For Rent
1BR appliances furnished
no pets, deposit 753-0728
after 4pm

NEWLY Redecorated 3br,
11/2 bath brick home
C/H/A, living, family & dining room. Kitchen wit
stove, refrigerator/ ice
maker & dishwasher Utility room with w/d hook-up.
Carport, fenced in backyard
No pets
$600
month $600 deposit.
753-3558
SMALL house on lake
527-3113 leave message
WATERFRONT House at
Pine Bluff Shores
753-1042

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
13'X27' STORAGE building with 10'x10' overhead
door More into, Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

EASTSIDE
1Q9
,
STORAGE

WANT ADS
WORK

2208 Carol Dr.
Fri. 6/18
7 a.m.-12 noon
Girls clothes sz. 8,
boys clothes sz. 5,
toys, turtle sand box,
elec. water heater, lift
chair, other medical
aides, 9 pane door.

*
fl 1111
.
11

4

YARD SALE SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SATE

$15.00

1x2 ad 25 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

2x2 ad 70 word max.
$14.00
$19.00
$23.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES AU a DAYS IN ADVANCE.
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

how
Cohn
of

M,

how

Hoih

Old oi
ho x nem. L

when
hedsp
ref. towel!
roo
other
hobna
ref. tx
trim kitche
.hairs
tlowe
push I
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12211Laka Property

1609 Ryan Ave.
Thurs & Fri.
7 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

more.
respoi

17 cf. Frig., 5 cf.
freezer, dinettes,
desks, chifforobe,
Jr. girls clothes,
shoes, much more.

YARD SALE
107 N. 17th
Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Ceiling
fans,
buffer, girl clothes
4 to 6, ladies clothing, dishes, lots of
toys

Friday 11 a m
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p_rn

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

2210 GATESBOROUGH: 2,400 sq. ft. under roof, 3 bedroom. 2 bath, living room, dining room, family room with
fireplace insert. Large kitchen. sunroom. patio, 2 car
garage and storage shed. New furnace, roof, kitchen and
bathroom counters; new stove and dishwasher. Lot offers
privacy and shade trees. Ready to move in. $108,500
Shown by appointment Phone 753-0323.

AUCTION •AUCTION • AUCTION

ROBERTS AUCTION SALES
Robin 1f.

641
South
to
Midway. turn right
1828 Midway Rd.,
6th house on right.
Fri. & Sat.
8-3 p.m.
Fisher Price pool
table,
computer.
Starting
Lineups,
WWF figures. sport
cards. Nascar. other
items

YARD SALE

A
Ii

)I,erts. Auctioneer

I\ RI I. ESTA1L. Pt 144,4)
PR(PERTY. FARM 114 ACHINI.R). N1I)
• LIQUIDATION SAI_Es

'lit( I %1 1/1\

Garage Sale

Phone (270)522-0112
Bo 1514. Cadiz, K 42211

C

Ruben.%:Immo,Sale.%
Sells-The Chant

NOI,L311V • NO11311V • NOILDIV

ESTATE AUCTION
SAT., JUNE 19, 10 A.M.
SOUTH FULTON, TN
113 Bates St. near Marine gas
station off West State Line.

CCHS Alumni
Fri., June 18
6:30 - 1:00
CCHS-TV Station
Area
All proceeds go
to the Alumni
Association'

Antiques • Glassware • Tools • Collectibles •
Household • Surprises • 600+ Pieces Green &
Pink Depression • 100+ Jim Beam Whiskey
Decanters • Thousands of Miscellaneous Items

Bring a chair - Rain or Shine - Lunch Available

BILL GRAY & SON
•

Real Estate & Auction Co.
90i-479-1620 Firm #563

YARD SALE
717 Nash St.
Fri., June 18
7 a.m. to?
3 Party
Southwestern king
comforter set, girls
tap & ballet shoes,
word processor,
Home Interior,
wood crafts, name
brand clothes

YARD
SALE
1679 Cook
Store Tr!.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

YARD
SALE

4.
dAllirl.4
,•44 1iiniEPrs;
___,.1-

$7.50
$12.50

Fron

FRONT19
acres.
$49,900 Lake property on
spectacular pristine lake
2 LOTS With Cabin Cor Small town, country living
ner 280 HWY & Autumn Meadows, woods, views
Drive Huge deck, well. and sunset 4 seasons,
septic tank Needs work year round boating & fish$15,000 obo 753-2309
ing 800-816-5253

YARD SALE

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

rig?

11

FOR sale
Duplex in st3R. 1 bath house at
Shores
Northwood 587.000 759- Panorama
$38,900 759-9094
4406
KOPPERUD Realty has TENN MTN Lakefrontbuyers waiting to purchase 532,900/ $3,290 down
homes- all price ranges If Selling fast' Beautifully
you are thinking of selling wooded homesde fronting
contact one of our Courte- on pristine lake in East TN
ous
and
professional Near town Easy access,
agents at 753-1222 or stop paved roads. P&T Bank
appraised Only $283 per
by our office at 711 Main
SUBDIVISION For Sale month, 8% fixed, 15 years
First come, first served'
11 lots
5 Acre lot for sale with a Call Chelaque 800-861well Call 767-9098, ask 5253. ext. 3397
for Diana
KENTUCKY
LAKE-

GARAGE
SALE

Rentals

2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
& deposit required.
753-4109
2BR Near campus, appliances furnished $350/
119 Main • 753-6266
month. Plus deposit
753-0076.
2BR With Garage
753-6411 or 492-8488
2BR, 1 bath, stove & re
frigerator furnished, w/d DOG obedience classes or
hookup. electric heat, private Serving Murray 17
fenced yard. $300/mo Call years 436-2858
FOR Sale: Reg. Chocolate
753-2905.
2BR, w/d hookup, carport, & yellow pups. Large with
no pets, $335/mo 753- black heads. Had shots &
been wormed. Ready to
E931
3BR. 1 bath at Panorama go. Call 270-345-2606 or
Shores Lake & boat ramp 270-489-2831, after 5p.m
access 1yr lease $350, PUREBRED. Mini Lop
Bunnies. Have Pedigree
per month 759-9094.
3BR. 1 bath All applian- papers. Beautiful Pets'
ces, w/d 505 Pine 5350. $15.00. 436-2867
per month 759-9094
3BR, 2 bath, no pets,
Livestock & Supplies
5500/mo References &
deposit required Call 759- 10 Year Old Horse, Geld1144 ask for Frank
ing 51.000 Saddle, $250
3BR. 2 bath Deposit re- 753-1072
quired, plus first months
APPALOOSA Gelding, 8
rent Call for appointment
years old Very gentle
436-5206
good for kids $1400
3BR. 21'2 bath, living &
435-4201
dining room, den. kitchen
HORSE
Breaking, training
& breakfast nook Double
garage. central h/a, stove, and riding lessons. Your
farm or ours. Have
dishwasher & disposal
references. 901-641-3658,
Available August 1st De901-644-3896
posit required, no pets.
SPERRY New Holland
$650/mo 208 N 10th
849 hay roller Used very
Call
little Asking $4500 Call
753-1787
3BR. NEW appliances
753-0728
New carpet In town, No WHEAT Straw for sale
pets' Lease/
Deposit
$1 00 bail in field Call for
$485 753-4937 8-5, M-F
availability 901-498-8006
4BR House on 800 North
4th Street 753-1042
4BR, 11'2 bath All appliances, w/d 301N 5th $495
per month 759-9094

Say

Lake Property

Real Estate

4 Party
Friday
Starts at 7 a.m.
617 N. 4th St.
A variety of
things. Carpet
like new.

All Yard
Sales 8
Garage
Sales
Must Be
Pre•Paid.

LARGE YARD SALE
Coldwater • Pine Creek Hills
Subdivision, follow signs
Thur. & Fri.• 8:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

MMI=MI•a=

SA

No Early Sales
Lots of extra nice children clothes, on hangers infants up, toys, fishing supplies, F.P. Power
Wheels, bandsaw & scroll saw small, lots of
misc. items.
Not Responsible for Accidents.

HUGE GARAGE SALE
Turn left off of Hwy. 121
South on to Old Salem Rd.
4th house on left.
Fri. & Sat. 7 a.m. til ?

SI
12:
Real
of
bath

Rain or Shine
Barbies, treadmill, exercise bike, furniture,
VCR, new roll-away bed, gas grill, humidifier, old record albums, purses, shoes, lots
of odds & ends.

YARD SALE
7 Family
Fri.7 a.m.-4 p.m. Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
641 S. to Midway Rd.(1828), 1.5 miles to
Bakers Crossroad, 1st house on right.
Big man's climbing stand. men's 26" bike. G E
cooktop stove, Beanie Babies. lots of new Mary
Kay products. gas weed eater, girls 5-6 - 16,
women's sm -plus sizes, men's L-XL, vacuum,
exercise bike, t v cart, baby items. filing cabinet, toys.

YARD SALE
1498 Clayshire Dr.
Friday, June 18 • 7 a.m.
HUGE SALE
Household items, furniture in good condition - couch, coffee and end tables, bed,
baby items, name brand clothing - womens
sizes 8-12, girls newborn - 9 months, and
boys newborn - 5.

-

• ••,••••...•
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Homes For Sale

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

UsetiCan

Friday, June 25, 1999• 10 A.M.
ores
frontown
hfully
nting
t TN
cess
Bank
per
ears
rved'
-861KEcres.
y on
lake

wing
iews
ons
fish'

From Mayfield, Ky. take Hwy. 121 So. through Coldwater.
house on left. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 121 North
to
Coldwater. Watch for auction signs on Hwy. 121. The estate
of Mrs. Bessie Baker. Mrs. Baker's house is to be moved. The
house is 24'x 32 -2 bedroom - 1 bath - kitchen & living room.
House sells June 25, 12 Noon, to be moved by July
Ohl oak bed w/roll foot board - large post bed w/chest cedar chest - small cedar

TN Waterfront PropertiesFree literature $19,900 &
up Free literature on Tenn
waterfront properties No
trailers Great financing
Call now 800-814-9965,
ext. 4706. TN Timberline
Corp.

25, 1999.

box - 20-25 hand stitched quilt tops - 20-25 nice old hand stitched quilts
- like
nev. La-Z-Boy recliner - other fecliners - swivel rocker - like new RCA color t.v.
w/remote - set of lamp tables - nice lamps - magazine rack - wood shelf
- old
bedspreads - afghans - curtains - vacuum cleaner - small chest freezer frost
free
ref. - washer & dryer - microwave - nice radio - quilting frames - electric fans
towels & sheets - old pocket knife - music figurines - other figurines - large hen
& rooster - old kerosene lamps - hen on nest - amber glass - Blue Ridge
bowl other old veg. bowls - green Fire King pieces - shaker sets
- 22 stem pieces hobnail milk glass pitcher - other milk glass pieces - canister
set - old colored
ref. bowls - Iris bowl - sand w/pattern pieces - 8 place setting
of china w/gold
trim - other old glass & china - what not items - flatware - pots
& pans - small
kitchen appliafices - cast iron skillets - comingware - nice wood
dining table &
chairs - electric sewing machine - sewing box - old ironing
board - baskets of
flowers - 22 pistol made in Germany - fold-up walker - feather pillows
- new
push mov.er - canning jars & canner - t.v. tower - front door steps and much
more. Everything must be paid for day of sale. Auction held rain
or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Saturday, June 19, 1999 - 10:00 a.m.
1713 Melrose Drive
Murray, Kentucky

T

From Hwy. 94W in Murray turn south onto Doran
Proceed to Melrose Dr. Turn left onto Melrose & proceedRd.
to
sale site.
The estate of the late Roy Harmon will sell the many hand
& shop
tools used when Mr Harmon worked as a skilled carpenter

includes:

Skills saws, Buffalo grinder, wood clamps of
many shapes & sizes, socket sets, hand saws, electric drills,
shop vac,
wood turning lathe. Craftsman 6 1/8" joiner/planer, router, Craftsma
n

ponable air compressor. Craftsman 9" table saw. Rockwell cut off
saw.
spirit levels, electric snowblower, hand planers. Murray 12.5
hp 38" cut
riding mower, adding machine, check printer, antique record
player,
wrenches, gun cleaning kit, dog irons, tool boxes, electric drill,
old
Royal typewriter, 2 wheel trailer, wheelbarrow, many containe
rs of
hardware + much more.

ile

FARRIS AUCTION &
ACTION REALTY

W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Mike Conley
& Roger Stubblefield - Apprentices
"The Sound of Selling'
P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY •(502)492-87%
www.farrisaucionco.com
No: responsiblefor accidents Announcements dos of sale take precedent

1 OWNER: 3br brick
ranch. C/H/A. Tile & hardwood floors. 2 car attached garage. East Y subdivision Mid $80's Call
753-0444

54/tea6 JATCY-uiL}I•A
SATURDAY,JUNE 19, 1999 @ 10:00 A.M.
Location:

wer
. of

3615 St. Rt. 94W - Between Pilot Oak, KY
& Sunwray Fertilizer

2/3 BR house, near university New bath, new a/c
new windows, redecorated, $50.000 s. 753-1040
3 OR 4BR, 3 baths, large
deck. 2 car garage Horses grazing along back lot
$129,000 753-3415 or
753-4282
3BR, 11 2
, bath, large kitchen. almost one acre
573.000 759-1719

Selling the Estate of Mrs. Dessie Coltharp Bailey

REAL
ESTATE
SELLS AT
12:00 NOON

re
idiotS

Real Estate consists
of a 3 bedroom,
bath, living room, kitchen, den & utility room, w/carport and large well
groomed lot. Make your inspections now!!!
Call for Showing!!!(270) 376-2992
let-ms on Real Estate: 10% down day of sak balance due within 30 days-

Terms on personal property: cash or good check day of sale • Lunch sysilabk

to
t.
E
ary
16
m.

1984 Oldsmobile Delta 813
lit 1ION CONIAlt:T1 1) BY
STEVEN J. BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
ROY BUNCH - AUCTIONEEIFURBAL ESTATE BROKER
di
ed
• ris
:nd

'

girl

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
& REALTY CO. .4%,,)
,T4L71.
"Better Auctions Are Bunch Auctions"
(502) 376-2992 (502) 376-2922 (502) 376-6434

Dan Miller 'Auctioneer

in cooperation with
Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
I or mon' inlormation
call Reba's-Ca
ilss associatc
2711-753-1491

QUIET

s: s
o

•

•
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Campers

HARD TO OUTGROW this roomy 4
bedroom home. You
won't believe the square
footage! Don't let this
bargain get away.

RV Sale- Save thousands
New and used motor
homes, travel trailers, 5th
wheels and tent campers
Hall's Campers. Lexington
KY's largest Dealer 800759-9452

LOVELY
LAKE
ROME offered by
motivated seller! 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with
full walk-in basement
and
dock
rights.
588.000. See today!

COLDWELL
BANoce.R

BELOW Appraisal Secluded 3br brick with room
for horses N/VV area Lots
of extras $74,500
489-2550
BUILT In 1995 3br. 2
bath Sits on Acre lot
$79,000 Loan assumable
with little down Call
759-5189

Used Cars

f*tt",e'''.1 , -f, •
if• ir•-•
:

r

1-ftir
.•:;;L.;jit
:t0,7•-s
1

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
In Cooperation With Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtor
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BROKER1FANCY FARM, KY - 270-623-8466
,
-THE SELLING MACHINE-

CALI- IFCIR L7E7AIII-ELP ElIFWICANIMilIE

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property

152' FISHING boat. motor
& trailer. 35hp Johnson. 2
depth finders. foot control
trolling motor, $1950 See
at 806 Coldwater Rd
1997 75hp Yamaha 150
hrs S4.000 Gas cook
stove 575 00 436-5931
after 6p m

South 16th St.. Murray, KY. Follow So. 16th to auction. Watch
for auction signs. The estate of Mr. & Mrs. Dees Bynum.
REAL ESTATE OFFERED AT 12 NOON

Real Estate: This nice 3 bedroom brick - 1-1/2 bath, living room,
large eat-in kitchen, utility room, garage and outside storage

A-1 Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking.
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading. gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744.

.
i)ki rope leg lamp table - thag.tim:: ra;:k knee hole desk - straiht chairs irie sewing machine - sewing items - 3 piece bedroom suite - set of twin
beds
odd chest - tree standing dressing mirror - other 3 piece bedroom suite - old
table & floor lamps rocker - RCA color t.v. - wall clock - old lamp
tables - step lamp tables - sofa & chair - recliner - arm chair - odd chairs
- vacuum cleaner • card table - old quilts & quilt tops - bedspreads - sheets - towels
- bookcase & books - vatat not qems - figurines - pictures & frames- volume of
,hildren's story hooks - hobnail v Anny lamps - answering machine - metal
step
stool - unusual walking cane - electric tan - old dresser base - ladies old hats
luggage - small wood cabinet - piciiic baskets - lot of toys - kerosene
lamp Fostoria pieces - stem pieces - Blue Ridge pieces - small stone jug - apple butter bucket - punch bowl & cups - set ot dishes - meat platter - old glass & china
- old tea pot - stone items - old tlat iron - ()Id stone mixing bowls - old veg.
howIs - w hite porcelain yhdred hand - milk glass pieces - old cookie dispenser squirrel cookie tar - old kerosene 2 ee burner in good condition - nutmeg grader - cast iron pieces - lot of pots & pans - roasting pan - small kitchen appliances
wood chess box miser & howls - spice set - electric knife - meat grinder lupperw are - Corning.% are - old Pyre\ dishes - microwave oven - nice dining
table & chairs - frost free ret - chest treeier McCoy vase - 6 gal. stone crock
w /blue band - gas grill - potato & onion ho v - step ladder - hand & yard tool,

•

and
dnie
On Real Estate: 10':; down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passTerms

ing ot deed.
Lead hose point can be prcNent

sit WV house Malt prior to 197g. Make your
(Inflection prior to .sale i/aS I,u it ill he asked to sign a waiver /Or 10 day post

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate &
Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer
Licens
ed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Form 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays-
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Saturday, June 26, 1999 • 10 A.M.
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This beautiful 2 story. 3 bedroom house w/study or bonus nxull .1 pat,, Lying room family room - dining room • kitchen & utility room - 1st floor has 1.383 sq. ft.. 2nd floor
943 sq. ft. - total 2,326 sq. ft. in house. This house was remodeled in 1989 including
wiring, roof, plumbing. vinyl siding - kitchen cabinets & appliances - deck & Pella windows - built-in vanity - entertainment center - large walk-in closets upstairs - back fence
- central heat & air - in 1995 landscaping, by trees and paved drive. All information
believed to be true but not warranted. Any house built before 1978 could have lead base
paint. The buyer will be required to sign a waiver for the post 10 day sale. All inspections

-Ie
RILP

1-800-548-5262.
1977 LINCOLN Continen
A-1 Tree Professionals
tal MarkV $1800 obo
Stump
removal,
tree
753-7616
spraying Serving Murray.
1987 CUTLASS Supreme Calloway
Co since 1980
Loaded. garage kept Very Free estimate
s 437-3044
low miles Excellent condi- or 492-873
7
tion 1-901-285-0396
AB Building
custorBY OWNER: House & 5 1987 PONTIAC 2 tone decks,
fencing. garages
Acres, 6089 Airport Road
6000 LE 759-1923
carports, hardwood floors
3BR, 25 bath. 2500+ sq
1988 LINCOLN ContinenInstalled & finished All reft Great room with French tal excellent condition
pairs Quality workmanDoor & FP w/gas logs
502-759-1610
ship 753-9308 or
Custom drapes, kitchen is- 1989 PONTIAC Firebird
753-7860
land with Jen-Air cook top. Call 492-8558. leave
ADAM'S HOME
microwave/oven combo
message
IMPROY
MENTS
DAN, central gas H/A, 6" 1991
DODGE
Spirit
Competive Prices Paintexterior walls, Pella win- 70 xxx miles One owner
ing, Remodeling, Repairs,
dows, finished
bonus since 92. excellent condi- etc No Job
Too Small
room, 2 car garage 10x16 tion Burgundy. $3900 Af(270)492-6267
storage building $189,000 ter 6p m 753-1956
ALL Carpentry Service
489-2346
1994 CHRYSLER LHS
From Foundation to
White gray leather interiCOUNTRY & CITY buses
Finish
run in great county family
or Local car Excellent
18Yrs experience
condition
Call
753-457
5
neighborhood 2 or 3br
New Construction • Re571.000 Call Barbara Bar- After 7p m
modeling. Repairs. Cusnett at Coldwell Banker
1994 GRAND AM SE
tom Cabinets. Concrete
Woods and Associates
Red. 2dr, extra clean ExWork AGC Certified
270-753-1651
cellent condition 489-2500
435-4272
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only in the $70's. Buy
before interest rates
rise!

3BR. 2 bath, c/h/a, appliWOODS & ASSOCIATES
ances, void included Good
414 S. 12th St.
location, less than a year
Murray, Ky 42071
old 767-9205
753-1651
4000 SO FT, 4br, 3 5
baths, fireplace. 3 car ga470
rage Covered deck, boMotorcycles &ATV's
nus room. $147,000 Call
Barbara Barnett at Coldwell Banker. Woods and 1998 KAWASAKI KX 250
$3800
1996 Yamaha
Associates 270-753-1651
PW50 $900 435-4017

85+!- PIECES OF CABBAGE ROSE PINK DEPRESSION GLASS
27 +/- PIECES OF BLUE/GOLD CARNIVAL
ANTIQUES - FURNITURE - COLLECTIBLES
• Old couch & chair (nice)• 3 pc. bedroom suite •6 ladder back
• 3Id oak
table w/ornate claw feet • Oak hall tree (100 years old). Pie safe • Refrigerator
boxes • Oak wardrobe • Book cabinet w/glass doors • Maple table • Dc'.• Oak
washstand (1870's)• Pole lamp • Freezer •4 ladder back chairs • Corm:. cabinet
• Kitchen cabinet • Shelves • Rockers • Microwave • Refrigerator/Free7er
• End
tables • Duncan Phyfe table • Chifforobe • Dresser w/mirror v./marble Sewing
machine in treadle frame • "Kist" mirror (nice)• Lamps • Banquet sty;,• lamp •
Tail sagging clock (cat-tiger)• Crock pitcher • Lg. crock bowls • Blu: St white
swirl granite • Pepsi tray • Wall pocket • Griswold cast iron • Corning Ware •
Club Aluminum • Tupperware • Dishes • Cookie jars • Flatware • Kerosene
lamps • Glass eggs • Amber glassware • Oriental vases • Miniature lamps •
Fenton vase • Pots & pans • Goofus glass • 10 gal. water jug • Carnival plates •
Sousenir plates • Preserve stand • Butter dishes • Glass ink well • Depression
glass • Berry bowls • Soup tureen & ladle • Old foreign money • Blue vases •
Large picture "Coiling 40"• 16 - 1953 Zane Grey Books• Moon & stars • Coin
glass • Pitcher bowl • Water bowl • Toothbrush set • 10+1- quilts • Camel saddle
• Fans • Jewelry • Gold carnival • Cake stands • Cats Paw pitcher • Stemmed
glasses • Cast kettle • Vases • Mushroom canister set • Old bottles • Crocks• Old
frames • McCuffey's Electric Reader set of 7• Old utensils
CAR

Friday, June 25,
6 p.m.

ENJOY

e o'er all pnnted material

us

•-• ••• -

• j-•
I

At 1105 West Main in Murray, KY.

_.

SHARP 16' Concession Stand, used only one season, roof a/c, new interior, newly wired, double axle Pace trailer, freezer and s/s
sinks. This
unit is road ready.
These items and more - selling regardless of price.
Terms- Complete settlement da of

ey
ms

Charming 3 BR home
with study/bonus
room - centrally
located.

1994 FORD Taurus GL
104,xxx miles P/W, P/D.
air Factory car phone
AM/FM cassette $6900
435-4049
1994 PONTIAC Grand
Prix SE Black, sunroof,
low mileage. Fully loaded.
excellent condition. Can
see at 702 Main. 759-1965
or 753-8858.
1995
LUMINA
Dark
green,
85,xxx
miles
$7900 753-5703
1996 HONDA Accord LX,
4cyl, green, 25K miles, all
pwr, fog lights, excellent
condition. Call 270-7536645
1997 BUICK. P.A Medium
blue, leather seats, 34K
$17.900 753-5949
1997 FORD Mustang
22 xxx miles Excellent
condition $14,500 Please
call after 5pm at 753-3998
1997 HONDA Accord EX.
black, 4dr, p/w. p11, sunroof, low miles. Excellent
condition, $17,000. 4892068
1998 MAZDA 626 LX
White, with gray interior,
fully loaded CD player,
16,xxx miles 1 owner, extra nice Daytime Call 4892020, nights, 489-2525
1999 PONTIAC Grand
Prix GT. 3800 V-6 9,xxx
miles. Leather. CD. sunroof, cruise, electric seat
New- $22,500 436-5977

_.

VEHICLES: 1991 Olds Silhouette, 1987 Honda Accord, 1980 Mazda
B2000 pickup, 1981 Ford F-150 pickup w/4WD.
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TOOLS - TOOLS - TOOLS
ABSOLUTE
Estate Auction

A partial lists

AUCTION

Friday, June 25, 1999•6 P.M.

WATERFRONT
BARGAIN- Beautifully wooded
with long pristine shoreline
on spectacular 35,000
acre recreational mountain COUNTRY living, city conExceptional
lake in TN. Enjoy 18 hole veniences.
should be made pnor to auction day
golf course right next door! 3br, 2 bath, brick, double
Terms: 10% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Includes paved roads, util- lot at town's edge Private
ities, soils tested Perfect well. 2 car attached gafor vacation/ retirement rage, ceramic tile floors,
home. Excellent financing. new carpet, fireplace. ConCall
Lone
Mountain sider lease with option to
Shores now 800-704- buy or limited owner financing. 270-753-4109 or
3154, ext. 3912
270-759-8093.
440
For information call Rebecca Landolt - Sales Associate
Executive Brick Ranch,
Lots For Sale
270-753-1492
custom built with walk-out.
2 WOODED Lots Near KY and or 42 acre farm land
Horseman's dream. 4br,
Lake $6,500 for both lots
31/2 bath, storm cellar &
492-8247
21/2 garage. Many extra
RESIDENTIAL
Building
lots 5 miles North 1 acre features. To see this unplus restrictions $4,000 to usual place located between Murray & Mayfield.
NO MIIIIIMINWSI NO R'E.SERVATIO
$12,000 Call 753-8890
N'SY
121N. Call 489-2348.
SATURDAY, -JULY 3RD AT 1:00 F.
NI.
HOME For Sale, 4BR. 21/2
KENTUCKY LAKE EXECUTIVE
HOME
bath,
brick,
tri-level,
Midway Between Draffenville & Auro
ra, KY
2600sq ft Great location in
From Draftenville. Take Hwy 68 SE 8 Miles To Fairdea
ling Or From
Vans
33 WOODED Acres. over town $116,000. 1615 CarAurora Take Hwy 68 NW 8 Miles To Fairdealing.
At Hwy 962 "Barge
looking beautiful pasture & dinal Call 753-2052 or
Island Road" Proceed North 3.5 Miles To Just Past
"Bee Springs"
1987
CHEVY
Conversi
on
759-8354
.
creek $49,500, Terms
...in Whippoorwill Cove Development. Signs Posted
!!
Van, a/c, CB, 4 captains
LIGHT & OPEN plan 3
753-9302
BEAUTIFUL QUALITY CUSTOM
HOME
chairs. couch, 52350 753Bedrooms, 2 baths, walk
SITUATED ON A LARGE WOODED LOT!!
3618
in closet 1990's Country
home, $80'5 Call Barbara 1995 GRAND Caravan
[
gin "age
Barnett at Coldwell Bank- SE. Forrest green with tan
.„
1-10 ACRES Starting a
er, Woods and Associates interior Loaded, rear air. 1
$3,500 per acre Call
270-753-1651
owner. 510.000. Extra
767-0035
.,
MANY Updates- Beautiful- nice. 489-2020 or
10 6 ACRES Woods,
;c•-, ,„,
ly decorated. 3br, 1 bath 489-2525.
J...."6,-....'s
,.
creek Beautiful' 10
. ...- -. .
"leo
home, near university.
• ••,4_. - . ..,-„,
..- ..
minutes Southeast
6
First time on market. A
,
—
a
'
1
,
753-4984
must see. Mid $70's.
4.7,,,..7.:•
...i..
759-4935.
11 TRACTS OF LAND
1994 FORD XLT Extend
7-12 Acres per tract. Prop- MUST sell, 3 or 4br, 2 ed cab, LWB. See @ 701
•#,
erly located off of Hwy 94E bath, central gas rvia, 3 tier South 4th Street or Call
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh deck/ gazebo. 1500S0 ft. 753-0839. 436-2935.
Rd, Redbud Lane & pro- garage w/tool benches & 1995 FORD
Ranger, swb.
"NEW"3600 SQUARE FOOT LUXURY 2
STORY
posed new Hwy 80 For office, large lot located on 5sp, very
sharp truck. Ex314
S.13th
St.
Many
upmore information please
BE
THE
FIRS
T
TO
LIVE
IN
cellent
THIS
condition
NEW HOME!!
Call 753decorative
view property, review post- dates. New
5 Bedrooms- Master Suite - 3.5 Baths
painting done throughout. 5136
ed data, then please call:
TWO STORY OPEN FOYER • FORMAL LIVING ROOM • FORMAL DINING ROOM
Also new wooden swing 1996 CHEVY Ext cab Sil502-441-2253.
verado
24.xxx
HARDWOOD FLOORS - CARPET • BEAUTIFUL MOLDING • VAULTED CEIUNGS
miles
1968
can
set
stay.
Perrenial
gar3 ACRES on Hopkins road
Chevy truck 753-1072
GREAT ROOM ...WITH MARBLE INLAID FIREPLACE - OPEN TO THE KITCHEN
in North Ca/loway County den w/fish pond. Priced to 1996
DODGE Ram SLT.
WONDERFUL KITCHEN WITH CHERRY CABINETS • BREAKFAST NOOK
near Charlie Miller Road. sell $79,9000. 759-0567.
18xxx miles, V8, bedliner.
MASTER surrE.... DOUBLE TRAY CEIUNGS - WHIRLPOOL - SEPARATE SHOWER
Cleared land ready to build NEW red brick house, 3br, red. 516,500
Day 753UPSTAIRS.. 4 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHS - 4TH BEDROOM COULD BE A GAME ROOM
on Restricted, no single 2 baths, central air. gas 1362 ext 158. night
759wide or older mobile heal, large garage, large 9841
LAUNDRY ROOM • 3 CAR GARAGE • DECK • LANDSCAPED AND MUCH MORE!!
homes. Natural gas on backyard. 2150sq ft. North 1996
JUST STEPS FROM THE WATERS EDGE
FORD
Ranger.
site. $15,000. Call Steve Villa Subdivision. 270-437- black Low mileage Call
WITH COMMUNITY POINT AND BEACH
270-767-9814 or e-mail 4783, 270-753-8237.
753-8411
Cixwirs fecaire. Stsiormeifirs,crs
REMODE
LED
3br.
1
bath.
steve hos.net
1997 CHEVY Silverado
Friday. June 11th, 5•043 Until 7:00 PJA. • Satirday. June 26M. 1:00 Until 3:00 P.M.. Sunday, Ma
Detached garage, in Ha- Z-71,
27th. 1:00 Until 3:00 P.M.
4x4 19.xxx miles All
Selling Regardless Of Price!! ......Don't Miss This Opport
4 ACRES of Land. 5 miles zel Mid $30's. Excepting leather
unity
753-9208
offers. 759-4826
from Kenlake State Park
10€MA00WN, arta_macE IN 30 DAY
1999 DODGE Dakota
S!
Good
building
site
A Bank Letter Of Guarantee Must Accompany All Down Paymen
Sport White, V-6, 5spd
t Checks!
$12,000. 474-2014.
Speed grille, K&N vent viTOWN LIVING in this
sors. light covers 514.900
3 bedroom home. Priced
obo 270-435-4696
731E AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

C

`•
,

ROCK Island Lakefront$19,900 Beatable' Dockablel All wooded with 200+
foot waterfront No trailers
Great financing Call TN
Timberline Corp at 800814-9965. ext 4690
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630
Services Offered

IL

ASPHALI
At FORDABLE all around
CARPORTS fur cars and
SEAL-COATING
hauling. tree work gutter
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
cleaning, cleaning out Residential, Uummercial
Free Estimates Call
sheds. & junk clean-up
and etc Excellent protecTravis Asphalt Sealing
436-2867.
tion, high quality, excellent
270-753-2279.
Including
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
CECIL McCleod's Small
BACKHOE SERVICE
amplifiers, and accesso- ROY HILL Septic system, engine repair. Will pick up
ries
drive-ways, hauling, foun- & deliver. Reasonable
Dish Network & Direct TV dations, etc 436 2113
rates. 753-9814.
Satellite Systems, Sales,
COLSON HOME REPAIR
BROKE College Kids need
Service and Installation
Additions, garages, decks,
work Windows gutters.
Beasley's Antenna
remodeling, vinyl siding.
clean up whatever you
& Satellite,
20Yrs experience.
need 759-8487
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
753-5592.
502-759-0901.
CONCRETE finishing.
CUSTOM CLOSET ORSidewalks, patios, driveANTIQUE refinishing, fur- GANIZERS by LeePowan
ways. Free Estimates.
niture repair & custom Epoxy covered wire shelv435-4619
woodworking 753-8056
ing Free estimates
CUSTOM bulldozing &
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Professionally installed by
backhoe work, septic sysAll brands. Kenmore. 30+
Interior Solutions
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
/ears experience BOBBY
Edward Peery
Horace Sholar..
HOPPER 436-5848
502-753 4499
CUSTOM tractor work.
Garden tilling, bush hogging, small jobs. Grader
blade work. Free estimates. Gerald Carroll 4926159.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile'homes,
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
boats, brick driveways,
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
available. David Borders,
VW"
Insured. Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DREAM MAKER
JA.(1
MsTC)
CONSTRUCTION
4
We make your dreams
come true. New home
,
TI
construction, remodeling
9
and framing. Twenty years
experience. We can make
the dreams for your home
come true. Tony Duncan.
753-3822 or 767-0750.
DRYWALL Finishing. New
CALL TOLL FREE
add-on remodels.
436-5931 after 6p m

AUTO CREDIT EASY
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

FREE!

1

8

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

OAN

PHONE 1 -888-FAST

YES

www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
1-888-327-8937

LAMB BROTHERS
Tree Service
Owner: Paul Lamb
• Licensed & Insured • Tree Trimmin,L,
• Full Line of Equipment • Tree & Stun,Removal • Quality Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates

ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electrical Works.
Electric, plumbing,
phone & T.V. hook up
Free estimates.
Licensed & Insured.
Phone 436-5376
8a.m.- 7p.m,
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling. or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Friday. June 18. 1999 • 6 P.M.
From Murray. KY take 121 So. to New Concord. KY. take Hwy. 444 to
Blood River Baptist Church, turn right on Blood River Rd., follow to
Keniana Drive 1st house on left. Watch for auction signs.

1101•1
dtichle side rnohile home
—1,ate sell. ries hot satet heater T's t. Art
:Tai:k of land the trailer is setting in sill
Earns: I5% down day of sale. balan,:

il•

Tail bath,. tong horn sith
ith hou%e There is I h acre, 7
ui

A

'1 ,e Infonnzion Call

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011 or
Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Sales Associate 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. *1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, June 19. 1999 • 10 A.M.
At the home of the late Mr & Mrs Clarence F?ohwedder. 101
South 14th St. just oft West Main in Murray. Ky. Watch for
auction signs.
a /extra lea,c.• • mat,• LI!! 'a Inatehmg bullet - unusual
breakfast table
hairs
marble tip coffee table &
, iaiching lamp tables rttoz lamps sorm!,,nil,p,
ic la!! - I )un.iinPhle lamp tables
!,ld pie crust 2 tier table
qoid
-•! ! !A m •••
rtneapple post - 2 Ethan
lien chest - [than Allen dresser iit
Ir•
diesscrs King bedside table
-.et of chest by King - regular','ete
iri
owic- & he:4 - dressing table
drawer(hest with small he‘
•
%,
i ti q shalt inagatine rack - old
.fiat not items old piAturcs
!,,!,,i .
-old radio - 12.) old
luso] desk stereo floor lamp.,
i ;V , •.1r
k.,
t,,ct,Alstcp stool - electric NCI!. mg
lachine with nice cabinet - Jet n.
! ,1,11riv. chairs - small glass
,p table - 2 res liners sola &
'Id
171 , r ,
Ilk' 1'004 old free stand foot.
ash
glass door kilt
•
4 illi‘:t1; Ahairs - 2 other sets ot
... in beds & chest - iron is in beds
t 11,1
j'
2, s brims: dining tables &
• .iirs - ‘JCuurn cleaner • •rnall sate ',hi st'"••••.',1,
`Id ....ding light fixtures -baby
shildren's
I.
Ann Wee dolls for coltors - costume jewelry ref bowls at' 'a
PA:r
tt11 WOW, - lot of Taylor Smith
hes - !stir)ware china. other old el,inodtt,4 tvoNtl.. - ihi red cups Hilton & Bows creamer & sugar
sti
berry set - JFK glassa I, IVO
wihis picture on them - old %el.!
•
•ti hand
Fostoria creamer &
•
-car- punch howl & cups - S stem
•'•7 ..•ot,1 meat platters - Big Ben
Fireball clocks - copper kettle - oke to
f
!at
old Jersey milk bottle
...Ind chimes - old tins - wall shell . large iintr,!r
lot of Llean material - knitrig thread - picnic basket - wood s bees,.
o, !.‘t .,t 0,1 sewing patterns - set of brown
me cookware - set of stainless s is ware lot !!!
;1,4- hi bans - new gas grill - new
Lo!
n,shade bicycle.ext. lad....sure canner - canning jars - Blue lull la, 'taw
- car ramps - porch swings
h p Atiens tidin;
push lawn mower - wood
Arrels - lot of hand & yard tools - electrit 171,•t• vt. *.r., ladder - Mall circle saw - hyd
- and much more.
.Auction held rain or chine. Not repos.ible tor is
Lunch imitable For more informid your suction needs phone 435-4143
led! wood

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link & custom wood
privacy fences installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.
GET COOL
With Collins
Refrigeration
Coolers, Freezers, I/M
Service on all your
cooling problems.
762-8083.
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing, yard
work,
proches & decks Any job.
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
I NEED Work! Vinyl siding,
metal, single roofing,
home repairs. 753-1001
LAWN Mowing & Trimming. Please call
436-2131

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

641 WELDING
CERTIFIED WELDER
16 Years Experience
Mig, fig, arc
Repair car haulers & trailers
24 Hr. Portable Welding
2 miles north Hazel, KY

(270)492-8090 Night(270)4924IN

M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in Re-Roof &
Roof Repair. Free Estimates. 489-6125.
MOODY'S Mower Repair.
Pick up and deliver. 7535668.
REPAIR
PLUMBING
SERVICE. All work guaranteed. Free estimates
" 753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
POBOY'S Lawn Mowing.
Call 759-4659.

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

s49
18" Satellite
Systems

753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Dish Network
OR
Dim-TV

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827

630
Services Offered

520

630
Services Oftwed

•d

4) It 4.

DIRECTV

www.woodsatellite.com

DE
office
quite
worke

Care Lawn
QUALITY
Services. Mulch, trimming
planting, tree removal
100/0 to seniors. Free estimates, Ins. 759-5353.
SILK flower arrangements
for weddings etc Call Katie at 270-436-2347
SMALL Engine Repair
Mowers for sale
753-0260
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work, Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing.
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592.
WELDING &
MACHINING
Aluminum, cast iron
& stainless
435-4305

blood

on the
— wit
have t
We at
hepati
situati

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSVRED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Auto Loans

Owned & Operated By
Tim Lamb

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
t.s.
Highwal

45 South

ROOFING, Painting
Handyman. 30 years expehence 474-0107.

247-9300

Mayfield

I 400474-0256

Kentuck)

EAGLE Scout- Seeking to
purchase for top cash.
Pre- 1970 Kentucky Camp
Council, Order of Arrow
Patches and Neckerchiefs.
Mail Xerox copies: Hatfield, Box 660, Irvine, KY.
40336 or Fax: 606-7235509.
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of
Custom Woodworking

I
Wanted

about
somel
refiecl
of Me

Unp

Free Column

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans avail- aligkir
able for 1st time buyers,
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

be doiJ
DE)
your
was e3
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nated
carrit
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disea:
with it

WYANT'S Car Valet Detail wash & wax 753-7262

FREE to good home 4mo
old female Lab/Blue Healer mix black w/some
brown Looks like a Lab
435-4026 after 6pm or
leave message
GOOD Natured Dog Free
to a good home 759-1923

By Pe

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-570
"411
.
V—.releyg
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Calloway students receive scholarships
These 1999 graduates of Calloway County High School have
received scholarships from Murray State University.
• Alan Forrester has been
awarded the Honor Scholarship.
The Honor Scholarship recog-

nizes students for their numerous
achievements in high school,church
and community.
Forrester, the son of Kent and
Marie Forrester. of Murray, will
be majoring in pre-pharmacy at
Courtney Hamby
Kaci Greer
Alan Forrester
Katie Godar
MSU.
During high school Forrester
has been a member of the soccer
team in which he was named 1998
MVP, Beta Club, FBLA and Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
*****
• Kathryn Godar has been
awarded the Regents Scholarship.
Regents Scholarships cover
tuition and are renewable for four
years provided specific academic
standards are met. Recipients must
be National Merit Semi-finalist,
Governors Scholars or have a minJennifer Liddle
Christopher B. Jones
Aimee Henson
Brooke Houston
imum composite ACT score of 27
and rank near the top 10 percent
of their class. Regents Scholars all students majoring in education and the Hurle, Construction Schol- the U. S. National Journalism
Award.
are eligible to participate in the who are a graduate of Calloway arship.
*****
County or a descendent of a gradHonors Program.
The Engineering Partnership
• Jennifer Liddle has been
Godar, the daughter of David and uate from New Concord High covers the costs of housing for
awarded the Mabel Garrett Pullen
Elisabeth Godar of Murray, will School.
engineering students.
be majoring in business at MSU.
Hamby, the daughter of AnthoThe Hurley Construction Schol- Agriculture Scholarship and a U.S.
During high school Godar was ny and Yvonne Hamby of Mur- arship is available to entering fresh- Tobacco Scholarship.
The Mabel Garrett Pullen Agriray, will be majoring in education
on the Honor Roll.
men who plan to major in civil culture Scholarship is awarded to
*****
at MSU.
an undergraduate student pursuing
During high school Hamby was engineering.
• Kaci Greer has been awardJones, the son of Phillip and a degree in an agriculture related
ed the John W. Carr Scholarship. a member of Future Homemakers
John W. Can- Scholarships can of America, Pep Club, yearbook Nancy Jones of Murray, will be field. The recipient must have a
majoring in -engineering at MSU. 2.75 GPA and is expected to work
be applied to tuition or room and staff and varsity soccer.
During
high school Jones was a five hours per week to support
board. This scholarship is renewvarsity
letterman
in baseball, bas- department activities.
•
Aimee
Henson
has
been
able for a total of four years proketball and football. He was the
The U.S. Tobacco Scholarship
vided specific academic standards awarded the Honor Scholarship.
The Honor Scholarship recog- recipient of the Academic All-State is available to agriculture majors
are met. Recipients should have a
minimum composite ACT score of nizes students for their numerous honorable mention for football his who have been involved in dark
tobacco production.
23 and rank in the top 15 per- achievements in high school,church senior year.
Jones was a member of the Pep
Liddle, the daughter of Maricent of their class and have demon- and community.
strated significant leadership abilHenson, the daughter of Solon Club, Future Business Leaders of lyn Liddle of Hazel and Phillip
ities in high school.
Henson of Murray and Linda King America, Foreign Language Club, Liddle of Greenwood, MS. will
Greer, the daughter of Jimmy of Paducah, will be majoring in Future Homemakers of America, be majoring in agronomy at MSU.
Beta Club and the Fellowship of
During high school Liddle was
and Peggy Greer of Murray, will journalism at MSU.
be majoring in education at MSU.
During high school Henson was Christian Athletes. He also appeared president of the National Science
During high school Greer served a member of the Beta Club and on the honor roll all four years Society. She was also active in
as freshman, sophomore and jun- Pep Club, and was a cheerleader and was nominated for Who's Who Future Farmers of America and
ior class vice-president, Student for two years. She is an active Among American High School Stu- received first place on the Nursery Team at FFA Field Day. LidCouncil vice-president. Beta Club member of Glendale Road Church dents.
Jones was selected as an All- dle was named most outstanding
president, editor of the yearbook of Christ youth group.
American Scholar and recipient of senior of FFA.
and member of the Foreign Language Club, National Science Hon• Brooke Houston has been
ors Society, Fellowship of Chrisawarded the Jules Harcourt Scholtian Athletes and EHA.
arship and an Honor Scholarship.
Greer was crowned 1996 Miss
The Jules Harcourt Scholarship
Murray-Calloway County Fair Teen
is available to entering freshman
Queen, received the United States
to a /Vex;
or transfer students majoring in
Achievement Academy Award and
office systems or business educawas named -Most Outstanding
tion.
Senior,- "Miss Calloway County
Houston, the daughter of Leslie
High School" and "Most Talented
and Marilyn Houston of Murray,
Senior." and was selected to Who's
will be majoring in business adminWho Among American High School
istration at MSU.
Students for three consecutive
During high school Houston was
years.
a member of band, Future Busi*****
ness Leaders of America and the
• Courtney Hamby has been Paducah Symphony Youth Orchesawarded the Edward T. and Char- tra.
*****
lene Curd Scholarship.
The Edward T. and Charlene
• Christopher Jones has been
204 E. Main • 753-8194
Curd Scholarship is available to awarded an Engineering Partnership
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I work in an
office with a woman who is obviously
quite ill Recently I and my fellow
workers have noticed a great deal of
blood in the lathes room — smeared
on the walls and dripped on the floor
— with no attempt to clean it up. I
have been told that she vomits blood.
We are afraid of contracting AIDS or
hepatitis. Are we over-reacting to the
situation? What should our employer
be doing to ensure our safety?
DEAR READER: Midway through
your letter, which I have condensed, I
was expecting the more obvious question: What can we do to help our fellow worker? Perhaps your concern
about your own health, although
somewhat of a surprise, accurately
reflects our present cultural attitude
of Me First,
Unprotected exposure to contaminated body fluids, especially blood,
carries a significant risk. If the
woman has AIDS or hepatitis, these
diseases can be spread by contact
with infected body fluids. Therefore, I
encourage the women in your office to
avoid touching the bloody residue in
the restroom. Other than that — and
insisting that the appropriate personnel clean up the bathroom — I doubt
that you can do more. I don't believe
that your employer has much obligation in this situation which, it seems

Do you have a
hot news tip? The
Ledger will pay
$10 for the best
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to me, is your responsibility.
DEAR ABBY: Less than two
This leads me to comment more weeks ago, 1 lost a friend of more
directly on the problem. if, in fact, than 40 years. He had been in poor
your fellow worker is experiencing health for the better part of two
recurring hemorrhage to the degree years and succumbed to the many
you describe, she needs immediate complications of emphysema. He
assistance, I urge you and the other left a wife and two adult children.
women to approach her and express
The evening before the funeral,
your concerns about her health. Or, if there was a viewing that was
your company has a nurse or physi- attended by many friends and relacian, that health professional should tives. At that time, his sister told
be involved. In any case, you have got the widow she would like to take
to make clear that she should have some pictures of the floral arrangemedical attention. Do whatever you ments, some of which were sent by
have to do to get her the help she relatives in the Midwest. She
needs. Once that goal has been wished to send these relatives some
achieved, the dangers to other work- pictures. She was given permission,
ers will evaporate.
as long as she took only snapshots
DEAR DR. GOTT: I rece fitly had a of the flowers, and not the open casmini-stroke, followed by an arteri- ket. The sister-in-law agreed to
ogram that showed an 80-percent abide by this.
The grieving widow had no soonblockage in one carotid artery. The
other carotid was fully open. My doc- er left the room than the deceased's
tor said that nothing could be done sister proceeded to take snapshots
about the blocked artery. In your opin- of her brother in the open casket! At
the graveside service the next
ion, is this opinion valid?
morning, she also took snapshots of
DEAR READER: Not on your life.
the people attending the service,
Here is a classic case of disagreeand even went so far as to take picment that could well influence your
tures of the casket as it was being
future health. Your mini- stroke indi- lowered into the ground. When the
cates that portions of a clot — pre- widow learned of it later, she was
sumably arising from the extensive furious.
carotid blockage in one side of your
She called her sister-in-law the
neck — caused temporary neurologi- following day and expressed shock
cal damage. If not treated, this situa- and disappointment that anyone
tion could progress to a full-blown would commit such a morbid, insenstroke that could be fatal. Most sitive and uncaring act. The sisterauthorities would recommend surgery in-law rationalized that the pictures
on the diseased artery. Yes, this is a were her own personal memento of
risky option that could itself produce a her brother — since he looked so
stroke. However, your arterial block- good, better than she had seen him
age is a time bomb: Without treat- look in a long time. The widow
ment. your prognosis is poor.
demanded the exposed roll of film,
I encourage you to seek advice from for which she offered to reimburse
a vascular surgeon, who will most her sister-in-law, but was refused.
Abby, what do you think of this?
likely recommend an operation to
remove the obstruction from the dis- Should the sister-in-law have taken
eased carotid artery. Such surgery is those pictures?
ONE WHO HAS LOST A FRIEND
commonplace and frequently curative.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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I'm sure this situation isn't a
First. What is interesting is her
statement that her brother's
corpse looked better than he
did when he was still alive.

DEAR ABBY: I was sitting in a
restaurant at noon, enjoying lunch
with my husband. Sitting at a window table directly ahead of us was a
nicely groomed older couple.
Abby, this woman whipped out
her compact and a pair of tweezers
and proceeded to pluck the hairs
from her chin and neck! Her husband just stared off into space. Our
server told us the couple are regular
customers, and she does this every
time she comes in.
I know some of the old rules of
etiquette have relaxed in recent
years, but now I've seen everything.
Abby, what do you think?
HARRIETT IN HOLLYWOOD
DEAR HARRIETT: I think
the woman displayed bald indifference to common table manners. A quick lipstick application is acceptable in public;
however, any procedure that
lasts more than 30 seconds is a
no-no and should be performed
in the powder room.
Abby shares her favorite recipes in
two booklets: "Abby's Favorite Recipes"
and "Abby's More Favorite Recipes." To
order, send a business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 per booklet ($4.50 each in
Canada) to: Dear Abby Booklets, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris. IL 61054-0447.
(Postage is included in price.)

YOU SHOULGIN'T WORRY
ABOUT TuRNING, 21
HAP AN UNCLE WHO LIVE.17
TO BE 21

Wayne

M. Williams of the

School of Education at Murray State
University has received a Specialist in Education degree from

Southern Illinois University, Car-

bondale.
The annual family night for the
approximately 1,000 employees of
the Murray Division of the Tappan Company and their families was
held June 14 at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Mrs. Ella Garland was honored
at a party in celebration of her
98th birthday on May 30.
Forty years ago
The Murray Board of Education passed a resolution at its meeting last night to continue to accept
students from outside the district
on a tuition basis at the city
schools.
Murray Police Chief Charlie
Man- and Murray Police Sgt. Barney Weeks are attending the Peace
Officers' convention in Ashland
this week.
Mrs. Tony Scherffius, Mrs.
Thomas L. Armstrong and Mrs.
L.A. Rowland are new officers of
the Protemus Homemakers Club.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County Fair will be
held under tents at the Murray
City Park Aug. 10-12, according
to E.B. Howton, fair manager.

Mavis Sledd of Hazel High
School, Verona Smith of Murray
Training School and Betty West
of Murray High School are attending Girls State at Lexington as
representatives of the American
Legion Auxiliary.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hooks
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.F.
Dale, June 10,

DEAR ONE WHO HAS LOST
A FRIEND: The sister-in-law
By The Associated Press
was wrong to promise the East dealer.
Today's deal, which occurred in a
widow she would refrain from Both sides vulnerable.
Today is Thursday. June 17, the
national team championship, furNORTH
photographing the open casket
nishes one of the few recorded 168th day of 1999. There are 197
—
and then going back on her
specimens of this exceedingly rare days left in the year.
V 7543
word. However, everyone
genus.
Today's Highlight in History:
grieves in his or her own way —
+ 862
At one table, the bidding went
On June 17, 1775, the Revoand if a sibling would find com4J 9 8 7 4 3
as shown, East-West arriving at lutionary War Battle of Bunker
fort in having pictures of her
WEST
EAST
six spades after East had opened Hill was fought near
Boston.
brother in his coffin, who am I +KJ 108654 #AQ9732 with a strong and artificial twoOn this date:
to argue? It's not something I
98
—
club bid. At this point. South, holdIn 1856. in Philadelphia, the
would want to revisit; however, +1043
• AKQJ9
ing a considerably better-than-av+10
+Q
erage hand of his own,opted to bid Republican Party opened its first
SOUTH
seven hearts, primarily as a sacri- convention.
In 1885. the Statue of Liberty
—
fice, but partly on the off chance
AKQJ 106 2
that he might actually make the arrived in New York City.
•5
In
1928. Amelia Earhart
grand slam.
+A KG 52
West now had to find the only embarked on a trans-Atlantic flight
The bidding:
opening lead that could defeat from Newfoundland to Wales —
- TI-11414 IT WAS rAiAr GOOD
East
South West
North seven hearts — a diamond. With the first by a woman.
2V
2+
very little to guide him, he tried
In 1948, a United Airlines jet
4V
5 V5+
Pass
his singleton club — a move that did
crashed
near Mount Cannel, Pa.,
7V
6+
Dble
not meet with overwhelming sucOpening lead — ten of clubs.
cess. After winning the club, de- killing all 43 people on board.
In 1963, the Supreme Court
clarer drew trumps and discarded
Most team-of-four contests his losing diamond on dummy's struck down rules requiring the
today are scored by a scale that sixth club to, dsLueof2,470points. recitation of the Lord's Prayer or
arbitrarily converts total point difAt the other table,the bidding reading of Biblical verses in pubferences attained on each deal into wasequally spirited,and East-West lic schools.
International Match Points. Thus, once again reached six spades. But
In 1986, President Reagan
a difference of20 to 40 points in the here South elected to double rather
outcome at the two tables involved than try seven hearts. The defend- announced the retirement of U.S.
is scored as a gain of 1 IMP for the ers collected their club trick, and Chief Justice Warren Earl Burger.
Ten years ago: In China's crackteam that is plus, and the scale declarer scored the rest for plus
...NOW I NEED
continues upward from there on. 1,660.
down on the pro-democracy moveTO SEE WHAT
The maximum IMP score posThe combined total of the two ment, eight people were sentenced
EIJERVONE ELSE,
sible is 24 and can be achieved only results came to 4,130 points, break- to death for allegedly beating solis RA‘115r..7... AND
o
if one team earns a net gain of ing the 24-IMP barrier with a bit to diers and burning vehicles in BeiTHEN I CAN
4,000 points or more at the two spare. The only saving grace for jing.
START PLIITING
tables. In practice, this unusual those on the losing side was that
TO6ETNER A
Five years ago: After leading
result is experienced perhaps once the surplus 130 points cost them
MEAL FOR ME'.
police on a chase on Southern
or twice in a player's lifetime. nothing at all!
California freeways. 0.1. Simpson
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
was arrested and charged with
murder in the slayings of his exwife, Nicole, and her friend. Ronald
Goldman. (Simpson was acquitted
in a criminal trial, but later was
39 Pertaining to
iCROSS
birth
held liable' in a civil trial.)
1 Open to view
6 Happen
11 —T
Washington
12 Dennis or
Hedda
14 Duvall ID
Lamb s pen
name
17 Egyptian
lizard
18 High
mountain
20 Bumpkin
23 French
affirmative
24 The Bee —
26 Factions
28 Sheen ID
29 He played
Lou Grant
31 Candidate
33 The

sweetsop
was
ience
'e in
and
ursLidding

Ten years ago
Published is a feature story
about Jennifer Jarrett of Murray
who studied at Naijing University in Naijing. China, about 250
miles south of Beijing, scene of
the Tiananmen Square Massacre
June 3. Jarrett had left Murray
Jan. 18 for her study in China.
The story was by Staff Writer Dan
Loudy.
Births reported include a boy
to Patricia and Buddy Buchanan
and a boy to Jill and Joe McCuiston. June 13.
Joy Leigh Kelso and Carl Hansford Doron were married May 13
at Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church.
Twenty years ago
The Stubblefield house in New
Concord is one of seven sites in
West Kentucky recently approved
for listing on the Survey of Historical Sites in Kentucky.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger W. Perry,
May 10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Joseph Barrett, May 13; a
girl to Joel and Kathy Frizzell,
May 23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Davis Adams, May 31; a
girl to David and Gail Pope, June
11.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hobart
Morgan were married 65 years
June 6.
Thirty years ago

35 First name of
• da Vinci's
famous
portrait
36 Cleanser

42 — X,
Z
43 Layers
45 Take — -the limit
46 Mine find
48 Small spot
50 "Mad About
51 Former New
York mayor
53 — van der
Rohe
55 Swit ID
56 Devouring
59 Strictly
61 Arch-roofed
62 Jeremy —

DOWN
1 Lots
2 Left-hand
page
3 — out (make
do)
4 Depend
5 Groups of
three
6
God'

AL
PLUM
OATH
TAI
TRACT
TIE

E DDY
STRUM
RR
S ALON
HONOREE
EGOS WADE MI
S ERIOUS SEGAL

Call to
subscribe to
the Ledger &
Times today!

E R
SNIPE
LAZY
RAP
ETONS
L AR
ASEA
TAOS
LE
CEREAL
CLOSES
DOR I S
TONGA
6-17 © 1999 United Feature Syndicate
7 With (pref.?
8 Acct
9 Hair style
10 Lose weight
11 Kiss of the
Spider
Woman
actress

16 Related
19 Type of code
21 Esau's
country
22 Citrus fruit
25 Organization
27 Middle East
peninsula
30 Walks
unsteadily
32 Sprucc
34 Cut
36 Ended
slumber
37 A side public
passage
38 Abound
40 Coral islands
41 Inferior (sl )
44 Fiction type
(hYPh
47 Outside
(comb form)
49 Actor Dullea
52 'She Done
— Wrong"
54 Full-house
(abbr )
57 — plus ultra
58 Symbol for
gadolinium
60 L-0 linkup

Mail this coupon with

payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
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302 N. Main • Phone 527-2400• Benton
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NOTHING
HELD
BACK!!

BELIEVE IT!
BECAUSE

HE SAL
YOU HAVE
BEEN
WAITING
FOR!

IT'S TRUE!
NOTHING
HELD BACK!
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED!

UR'S:
MON. f= FRI.
r= 5:00
(IRDAY
MI

;

REGULAR
RETAIL PRICE
Applies to In-Stock
Merchandise
Only.

0
0

Living Room Suites
Odd Chairs
Dining Room Suites
Bedroom Suites
Box Springs & Mattresses

L Entertainment Centers
Lamps
Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Glider Rockers

Bunk Beds
Coffee & End Tables
Curios
Recliners

I

UR to) aft 114.gattits Finaming

SRECML ORDERS
C.,Q.J1Z.J't

[1@iyisi Saw A% CaMi

Merchandise Must Be Removed From Store Within 72 Hours
rf‘

aa+.

NOW AT
YOUR
PRICES!

Aillit
111ESITI
B NAMES

BUY
HOW AT
YOUR
PRICES!

IINITURE

VISA

302 N. Main • Benton
Phone 527-2400
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